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"As you embark on a trip through the
80 's, consider ... A Guide to Cooperative
Alternatives. New and hopeful
perspectives ... a valuable source."
The Washington Post
"Just reading it is something of an
education ... a very worthwhile
contribution toward manifesting New
Age ideals in our everyday lives."
l\ew Age Magazine

pa g es of information and insight on
th e realit y of a more coope rative and
hop eful America . Including :
h un dred s of useful resources
a Direc tory of Intentional
Communities
essays prepa ring us to deal creatively
with the eigh ti es
a rticles.
Cooperative elderly housing offering
peace and dignity to hundreds in
Michigan A clinic to promote health . not
sickness . Hoedad s, a 300 person
refore station coop in the Northwest .
Savi ng our inner -city neighborhoods in
New York City and much, much more .
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Box 426
Louisa . VA 23093
r-- 1983 Directory $3.50 (postpaid)
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TO OUR READERS
Apologies for getting this issue out
late. We are still experiencing slight
technical difficulty in setting up
schedules, deadlines, communication,
etc . .so that things flow smoothly
between three locations: Twin Oaks,
Virginia, New Haven, Connecticut
and Nyack, New York. The smaller
size of this issue is also a reflection of
this change. Thank you for your
patience and we hope you will
continue to stand by. .
In addition the current U.S.
eCQI;lOmy resulting in rising costs of
mateials, printing, labor, etc . has
forced us to make the decision to go
quarterly . In some ways we feel very
good about this change . We have
been talking about it for years with
the hope of bringing more focus to
each issue. We promi se you the usual
64 pages of mostly unadvertised
material and hope that you will find
the change an attractive one.
Audrey Hir sch of Twin Oak s got
her feet wet in the role of editor this
issue. She was responsible for the

gathering together of all the articles.
We were particularly pleased to
get an article from Kat Kinkade. Kat
is the author of A Walden II
Experiment and has published several
articles in Communities. Kat has just
returned to Twin Oaks after several
years in Boston working with
computers and shared with us what
groups should consider in their
decisi.on to buy or not to buy a small
computer. She was assisted by
computer whiz Keith Davidson .
From Syracuse, New York. Nancy
Riffer documents how good
networking can lead to the

development and stability of
worthwhile projects - in this case the
Center for Holistic Living.
Lewis Emanuel and Taylor of
Dandelion and Twin Oaks
Communities share with us someof
the joys and struggles of living and
growing in community.
Although most of us are still
working on keeping our houses cool
this summer. folks working on /
Project WARM will soon be gearing
up to keep the elderly and
handicapped of Louisville, KY warm
through the winter .
In my opinion. one of the best
overview articles written on
computers and networking is the
presentation given by Trudy and
Peter 10hnson-Lenz to the
Community Education Leaders
Renewal Institute in 1983 in
Keystone. Colorado. We were pleased
that they sent it to us so we could
share it with our readers.
Enjoy the issue.
Melissa
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A Letter to the Edi tor
Dear Communities,
I am sorry to tell you that I can't get
an essay to you as planned. We talked
on the phone of my combining several
different things I sent to you, plus a
polemic against professional writers
that had been published in Alternative Media. Sad to say, after too
man y hours of wrestling with them, I
still have only pieces, no coherent
whole .
Part of the problem comes from a
personal idiosyncrasy regarding public wri tin g: I hate doing it. While
priv at e letters flow easily, - almost
o f their own accord and no effort on
my part, it seems - writing to some
unknown audience just doesn't work.
When I don't know whom I'm
'M iting to, I don ' t know what to say.
I f yo u see a tie-in here with my
pr0posed essay on literacy and communi ty. you're absolutely right. I like
t(\ thin k tha t my difficulty with public
"rltlng I' not just a per sonal quirk. It
ma\. III tact, be one symptom of our
cult ural ma lai se regarding community
1nJ \.'() m mun ic ation . Without some
,cn\('
'()m muni on , or communit y
t>CI" t'cn " rlter and reader, the act of
"r iling nt'c o mes imposs ibly difficult.
\\ riltt'n v. ord s should flow from one
pt'f,()n to the other as easily as living
' pet:,h leaps from talker's mouth to
1I'I ('ner', ear; th at the y do not strikes
me a' an acc urate ind ication of our
l lf com munity. Writing has be,,'I11C an arcane craft encased in
\ UrcrQ il lOus ritual largely because of
:ht: \lmp le fac t that we no longer
the people we address.
In addilio n to this difficulty in
tan, lng to strangers, the topic at hand
h \ en large and becomes more so
ea.:h time I poke at it. In my own
.:a , c. for exa mple, I've come up with

ties, or kinds of community, to which
I belong:
I) community of place, which I
share with all those who live geographically near;
2) community of blood ties, connecting me to my mother in the Sierra
foothills, to my two si sters who are
200 and 2,000 miles distant, respectively, and to a host bf othe r relatives
(and my wife's relatives) scattered
around the continent and beyond ;
3) communit y of common interest s
and leisure , such as child-care co-ops
and my daughter'S softball team,
made up of people whom I may never
see or talk to at all but for these
certain activities;
4) community of experience and
background, in which I am tied to
friends of childhood and high school
days, to another group from college,
and to a roughl y defined age-group of
men wh o went to Vietnam. and who
dropped out of college and mainstream jobs for variou s alternate
lives;
5) communit y of work , which con nects me to other people in the
building trades because of my livelihood as a carpenter; and
6) communit y of mind and spirit,
for want of a better term, which
involved me with a wide range of
writers, some of them dead for
centuries but whose books maintain
their hold on my feeling s and perception. Is it too far-fetched to talk of
Virgil, Shakespeare, and Jane Austen
as being members of one's own
communit y? Not if such writers continue to name one's own experience
and speak to one's consciousness in
significant ways ; and the y happen to

.i/'
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do both for me . As for living writers,
I spend mu ch time in correspondence
with a few dozen people I've never
met but for our letters. Call this a
poor substitute for community if you
wi sh, but for me it is life. Words on a
page can ign ite mind and heart like no
cf

Thi s ma y be just autobiographical
trivia, though I suspect that a great
many other people could fill in their
own particul a r experiences in such a
li st and find their own lives si milarl y
splintered into a host o f different
communities . For better a s well as
worse, we li ve in pieces.
In some ca ses , to be sure, the
var iou s communit y groups I cited
o verlap con siderably . In small , more
or less self-s ufficient communities of
lo ng standing, the people who figure
in one's childhood and ad o lescence,
present lei sure time and wo rk, and
one 's later years and death , ma y well
be the same individuals . But such
comm unities are few and far between .
They may, in fact, be little more than
reli cs o f a much earlier orga ni zation
o f human li fe on thi s pl a net - a
dream of Eden rather than the experience of here and now, and the likely
face of the future .
But in an y cas e, such co herent or
wholi sti c co mmunities h ave little
place for that sixth category I mentioned, the community of mind and
spirit which ties us individually and in
innumerable wa ys to a host of different writers, p oets, and singers o f our
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songs. Imagine all the other groups of
people somehow coslescing in a single
community, if you will: there would
still remain this literary community
on the outside, at a distance, and
irresistably attractive.
Writing and reading almost demand distance . Their benefits are of a
different order from those that come
with speaking and listening face to
face. Unwilling to give up these
benefits of literature, I regard my
own situation as one of making do
with a divided life. It's a matter of
dual residency, if you will, with one
hand reaching for the physical touch
of other li ves in the here and now,
while the other pokes at typewriter
keys or traces a path through the
words which have come here to me
from afar.
In thi s rega rd. the plural form of
your magazine's nam e strikes me
exact ly right. I can not hope nor do I
desire to live in a single community
which will tie up all the threads of my
life in a unified whole . Community is
dead; long live Communities!
As for my great interest in letterwriting, let me just say that I find

such literature a wonderful way to
bring community - or rather communities - back into communication. Like so many other activities in
modern life, writing and reading have
become all too specialized. A few
professionals produce, we amateur
readers consume, and the words sent
from one to the other take on the
characteristics of a mere commodity.
As with other commodities, these
words have a habit of traveling in
only one direction, from seller to
buyer. Only through our dollars
plunked down at the bookstore or
sent through the 'mail for a magazine
subscription do we have any voice in
the proceedings. We cannot effectively communicate with our communica- .
tors .
So I like to write letters instead.
Community absolutely requires mutual interaction . as far as I can see .
Where only a few people talk and a
great crowd of us merely listen, true
community is absent. There have to
be ways to talk back to those who talk
to us.
In thi s present case, for instance, I
can onl y throw this hodge-podge in
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your general direction with a kind of
desperate frustration. Not knowing
whom I'm talking to, as I mentioned
before, I don't know 'Yhat to say .
So if any of this sounds right to you
or worth pursuing, (or downright
foolishness!) then by all means toss
some words of your own back this
way. I believe that thinking, like
writing - like loving, like living requires at least two parties to the
affair. And when the subject just
happens to be community, we've all
the more reason to explore it together,
as individuals .
Feel free to publish this letter, in
fact, since a proper essay may be a
long time coming, if not entirely
beyond me. You've just got to include
my address if you do, though P.O. Box 6218, Albany, CA 94706for without it my words are, at best, a
mere half of a thing, the sound of one
hand clapping in the wind .
Cheers and best wishes to you.
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Shoul4 Your
Group Get
a Small
Computer?
Drawing by Harold Montiel

by Kat Kinkade

and Keith Davidson
I'm addressing this article to groups, because individuals
don ' t have to ask it. Individuals either want a computer or
they don't, and if they do, can buy it if they have the
money . Groups are different. The average group is made
up of people of varying opinions. There'll be somebody
who doesn't want anything to do with them, and usually
somebody who just wants to see the clerical work done
efficiently and is willing to buy computer hardware if that
will help . To such groups Keith and I are offering our
advi ce. for ",hat it is worth . Speaking of that, let me
Introduce our selves. Keith and I are co-authoring this
arti cle. because neither of us could write it very well by
ourselves.
\o..:eith is 31, lives in Boston now and has been working
" ith computers since he was a high school kid . He is one of
th ose natural computer-genius types, and he understands
co mputers down to their little electrons. No bit or byte
passeth but that Keith observeth whence it cometh and
"hi ther it goeth, if you get my drift. He's worked
on monster IBM mainframes, DEC minis,
an d \ ari ous micros . These days he's in business for himself
as a co mputer consultant and has all the work he can
hand Ie . earning hourly rates that I have worked whole days
fo r. His understanding of alternative-style groups comes
mo stly from ha ving been a Twin Oaks member for three
He remain s a good friend of Twin Oaks and gives us
a lo t of ad vice and help .

............. ......

As to me, I'm Kat, and I'm a member of Twin Oaks
now . For a while I worked in Boston and spent two years
making a living as a business programmer on a DEC-20.
My knowledge of computers is superficial. My mind is
teflon-lined when it comes to holding technical information, and I have no great talent for programming. What I
really am is a sophisticated User. I can articulate what I
want a computer to do for me, and if I have tb, I can write
a program to make it perform. I love the planning part and
hate the debugging part. My credentials for writing this
article are basically these: I've de"alt with group clerical
needs of 12 years; I know generally what a cheap computer
can and cannot do; I'm manager of the computer services
area here at Twin Oaks and have personal experience to
offer; I get a kick out of writing articles.
Since Keith is a computer-nut and I'm not, one would
think that it would be Keith urging you to go ahead and
buy a computer, and I who might say "Wait until you're
sure you can justify it." But my interview on this subject
with Keith didn't turn out that way. I find from my
experience that I think buying a micro is generally a good
idea and will eventually payoff, in spite of unexpected
drawbacks and confusion along the way, whereas Keith's
message can be summarized as "I hope you end up buying
one, but don't say I didn't warn you . "
First we'll talk about the hardware itself. By "computer" in this article we mean microcomputer, and by
microcomputer we mean a Radio Shack or an Apple or an
IBM PC or an Osborne or a KayComp or an OSI or any
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one of a hundred or more similar machines. We mean
something with a video monitor of some sort, at least two
disk drives, and a memory of 64k or better. For most
purposes we also mean some sort of printer. All together
we ' re talking about $3000 to $7000. More money will get
you more features. The ability to hook two terminals to
one computer, for example, costs more. So does a
letter-quality printer, or a disk storage device that will hold
a lot of data, or additional memory. Here's Keith's
opinion on the memory question:
"These days it is unnecessary to waste your time on a
machine that has significantly less than 64k of memory,
simply because it is so cheap that you may as well have it.
Beyond that point, however, more memory may be useful
for certain complicated tasks, but it is tricky to be able to
make effective use of more memory than that, because
most of today 's software wasn't written assuming it. In
times to come it will be very important to have more
memory, because the software of the future will require
it."
What about the cheapo machines, the $150 computers
you see advertised? For learning purposes they are a great
buy, but don't buy one expecting to do serious work on it.
Although it's perfectly true that a little hand-held
computer can be hooked up to a TV and a tape recorder,
a TV screen is a miserably inadequate mon itor , and a tape
recorder unendurably slow as a storage device. The
keyboard is also too small for speed. Attempting to do
bookkeeping with such a computer is like shipping a
railway carload of coal from Seattle to Anchorage in a VW
van . In principle it's possible, but even under the best of
conditions it takes a long time and it isn't worth it. If you
want one for learning about computers, Keith recommends
the Timex Sinclair, which lists for $100, and the VIC-20,
which is frequentl y discounted below $200.
In the $3000 to $7000 class there are a lot of good
machines on the market , and they have various strengths
and weaknesses. Keith has this to say on the subject:
"You can't go too far wrong if you choose a machine
that there are a lot of. There are a lot of Radio Shack
computers around ; you can get them fixed when they
break; you can probabl y sell them . Other than that, Radio
Shack is very uninspiring . They have gone in for an
unnecessary proliferation of models and pointless nonsta ndard ization of hardware and software.
" IBM is a good machine, and a good choice because it is
IBM . That means there's going to be a lot of backing ,
service. software, and accessories on the market. It's . a
little more powerful than the average micro on the market
also , but the average little organization may not particularly need that power .
"An y CP / M machine is a good choice because CP/ M is
so widespread . In a way, buying CP/ M is buying

obsolescence, because CP/ M is based on hardware that is
obsolete. However, it is not at all clear what system will
win the battle to be the successor to CP/ M, and in the
meantime more software is available for CP/M than for
any other option, and that will sometiines mean more to
the serious user than anything else.
"My own choice is Apple. I got into Apple by accident,
stayed with it because it is a very good machine. It is
usually friendly and easy to use. It is also unusually reliable
and unusually flexible. What' s more, there is an incredibly
rich marketplace of people inventing and selling accessories for it. So for almost anything that I would try to do
with a computer, I would try to do it with an Apple unless
there was a damned good reason to choose ·something
else. "

But the hard work pays off This
is the joy of computer use and
this is the source of all the
hyperbolic statements and
general euphoria . ..
For the computer-innocent I should explain about
CP/ M. CP / M (which stands for Control Program for
Microcomputers) is an operating system. That means it is a
program, in this case a program that instructs the machine
how to run other programs. It does handy things like create
files, copy them, erase them, and rename them. Neither
Radio Shack nor Apple nor IBM comes with CP/ M as
standard equipment. All of them can be modified to run
CP/ M if you need it. The modification of course costs
money. (I paid about $600 to modify my Apple.) All of
these big sellers have their own operating systems, and
their own sales people will probably argue that their
operating systems are better than CP / M. They may well be
right. The point of having CP / M is not that you are buying
the best thing in the computer universe, but that you are
buying a tool that makes hundreds of other tools usable.
You may not want hundreds of other tools. In our case we
wanted two programs in particular that we needed CP/ M
for , and those two tools alone made the changeover
necessary and desirable. I'll talk about them later in the
article.
The most important consideration in the purchase of a
machine is the way you feel about it. Or rather, the way
your main computer person feels about it. No organization
is going to have a happy relationship with a computer that
is despised by its technicians or programmers or users. You
have to ask yourself, "Who is going to interpret it when it
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gives odd messages? Who will fix it if something goes
wrong, or will even know whether it needs fixing?
Who is going to sit at it and learn all its little ins and outs
and be the local interpreter for the computer?" If all these
questions point to one person, then that person had better
be the one making the choice of hardware.
One thing some organizations have to deal with is the
advice of sales people. Sales demonstrations to the
innocent can be dazzling, and you can easily end up buying
what you later discover is either a bad choice or overpriced.
A common package being sold today is something styled
the "business comp uter. " Its sales people are trying to
persuade the small and middle-sized organization that their
product is distinct from a "personal computer" and
therefore more capable of doing serious business . The
truth is that these "business computers" and "personal
computers" are the same sized machines with the same
basic capabilities. The differences are usually in the
peripherals (disk storage especially) and these peripherals
can be bought for any microcomputer at any time and
be all ached as needed . The other item ofte n inclu ded in a
"business computer" is a piece of bu siness software _
probably an accounting sys tem of some sort. Software is
al so sold sepa rately. There is no reason whatever to buy the
",h ole thing as a package. particularly if you are not
reall\ financiallv ready for the big investment. Don't be
drawn in by argument s that show that the peripherals are
more expen sive bought separate ly. The separate pieces can
be bought at various prices. quite low if you shop by mail
and know what you are looking for. "Business computer"
pa ckages are very unlikel y to be a bargain . If the hardware
IS non- standard. they are even les s of a bargain. Buy only
",hat you kno'" you need .
The reason to avoid non-standard hardware is that the
, I' mret ltion in the microcomputer market is fierce . There
:I't" qill little compa nies challenging the industry leaders.
J nJ It \\ ill he a few years before we know who the winners
" ,II hl' One thing "'e can
is that buyer s of oddball
rroduced b\ the
that fail "'ill have a
hJ rJ time \\ It h ,e ni ce and resale .

The printer. I have no experience with letter-quality
printers. I know there are a number of good ones on the
market. The work we do here at Twin Oaks doesn't require
high quality printing at this point in our history, so we have
cheap, dot-matrix printers, perfectly adequate for most
purposes and amazingly sturdy for their price. Our little
80-column Epson MX-80 cost $600, and its big 128-column
brother a couple hundred more.
Disk storage. Usually when you buy a microcomputer,
you buy two disk drives along with it. Try!ng to get along
on a single drive is not practical at all, because you have a
constant need to copy from one diskette to another. Our
little Apple has 5 inch disk drives. They are adequate for
a great number of tasks. We do word processing on it and
run programs with relatively small data bases. But they
would be inadequate for anything like the mailing list for
Communities Magazine or Twin Oaks' accounting system.
They just don't hold enough information. We have
another computer that has 8-inch drives and will run the
diskettes double density. This is just barely enough for our
accounting. We get a lot of data on those floppy disks
(605k each) . Twin Oaks' accounting is rather more
complex than that of the average small business, so most
groups would find this arrangement plenty good enough .
However, not every computer comes with 8-inch drives as
st andard equipment. They can, of course, be bought
separately and your machine modified to run them. Before
very long we at Twin Oaks are hoping to be able to buy a
hard disk storage system or "winchester." A hard disk will
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give us all the space we could possibly want, quickly
retrievable. It will doubtless have its own tradeoffs, the
major one being the difficulty of backing up all the data on
the hard disk on a regular basis and storing it in case of
disaster. Without a second winchester, backup may be
clumsy, and the high cost of the winchester (around $2(00)
means that most people don't buy two . Theoretically
they're supposed to be so safe you don't need to worry
much about backup. But Keith doesn't have perfect faith
in this, so we'll have to deal with this backup problem
when we upgrade to hard disk.
Software
I think the best thing we can do for our friends is to tell you
about our own experience with software, the tools we
bought and how much or little we like them . There's an
awful lot on the market, and we are of course familiar with
only a small fraction of what is available. Attempting to
examine everything available would be like looking at
every size 12 dress in New York stores. It's not really
feasible. You just buy something that seems good and get
used to it .
dBASE. I despair of explaining dBASE or any data
base manager to a computer-innocent. I have tried, and I
always run into the same problem . Though dBASE does
indeed perform wonderful magic and permit incredible
flexibility of input and retrieval, I find that the naive
computer person has already been oversold on computers
and alread y assumes that all computers can do those tricks,
simply by virtue of being computers. In fact, I find that
beginners are frequently dismayed that they have to learn
to manipulate commands in order to get a computer to do
anything . Somehow they have been led to expect more,
with less effort .
Thi s expectation gap is caused partly by enthusiastic
journal is m, whi ch tends to emphasize the potential future
and gl oss over the imperfections of current computer
system s, and partl y by the economics of mass marketing. A
program that costs $20,000 (as did the one I used in my
Bos ton job) cannot be marketed to owners of $4000
Micro software has to be cheap, and its
makers ha ve to get it to market fast, before somebody
beat s them to it. The chances are it will not have all the
advanced fac iliti es of the more expensive programs .
dBASE , however , considering the difference in price
(dBASE is about $5(0) and the size of the machine, is an
amazingly productive little tool. What it does, briefly , is
make it easy for you to enter any kind of data in an
o rganized fa shion , then select out of that data any
information you ma y want afterward, without necessarily
kn owin g ahead of time what question s you are going to
want to ask. For example, Twin Oaks is entering labor data

from all its members' weekly labor sheets. Anytime we
want to know, we can ask questions like "Which members
were involved in Forestry in the first quarter, and how
many hours each?" or "How much of our total
hammock-making labor is done by visitors?" or "How
many hours ended up going into this pig-pen project,
compared with the projection?"
DBASE has weaknesses. One is that only two files can be
used at a time, and even using two is a slow business.
Another is that its repertoire of automatic report
formatting is primitive, and if you want a report that is
much more than a mere selected listing of the file, you have
to learn some programming. However, dBASE is an
adequate programming language, a lot easier to handle
than BASIC, with dozens of built-in utilities that you soon
learn to take for granted. It is worth your while to learn to
program in it.

SuperCalc. This is the CP/ M version of the popular
" Visicalc" - a spread sheet program that permits you to
set up numbers in relation to one another, then change an}
one of the numbers and watch the others change in
proportion . For instance, you might set up columns on the
screen with projections for the coming year for your
business profits. You tell SuperCalc what to multiply by
what and which figures to add up, and it does it. Then you
can change any variable - for instance the number o f
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items projected to be sold. Your overhead figues stay the
same, and your variable costs and profits change with the
changing projection . It's no trouble to plug in dozens of
projections and watch what affect they would have on
profits. SuperCalc is a planning tool. At Twin Oaks only
two people have learned to use SuperCalc in "the eight
months that we have had it. Both are managers, and both
use it extensively and with great pleasure. Both of them
claim it is highly useful in their planning.

WordStar. The most important piece of software we
have, by far, is our word processor. We bought one called
WordStar. It does just about everything you could want
for plain text writing, though it lacks the capacity to do
calculations. WordStar serves Twin Oaks "as an introduction to computers for members who have never used a
computer and want to get acquainted. They can write
letters on it to start with . A very good tutorial is available
which assumes the beginner has no knowledge and
introduces the facilities step by step .
Canned packages. We've been talking about general-use
tools : a word processor, a database language, and a spread
sheet program . These are tools that can be applied to a
thou sand different uses . There is, however , another level
of program that can be bought, tools for specific
applications, programs that do only one thing but do it in
great de pth . Twin Oaks owns several of these, and the
most importan t by far is our accounting program, called
Accounting Plus .
Every canned package has its tradeoffs . This is what
I\ eith has to say about them:
" There are a number of canned packages available .
Some are fai rl y expensive. All of them are no doubt usable
for so me people in some situations . It is extremely difficult
[0 make a good decision about what software package to
buy. It i, ver y difficult for a newcomer to the computer
"' orld to unde rstand and accep t how bad th ings are in
(o mputer s as a servi ce industry, that it is an area in such
lurmoil th at the level of support and confidence that a
rer'io n i, u, ed to gelli ng from a specialt y is frequentl y not
a\ail able or \ erv expe nsive if you ' re lu cky and can get it at
all. There i, a lot of sleazi ne ss , a lot of quick buck s, a lot of
· by· night " and it takes an almost inconceivable amount
of tim e 10 fa miliari ze yourself sufficientl y to make a good
de(l,ion. A \ with all such pri est hood s, you are essentiall y
\, ilh deciding whom yo u are going to trust."
11

Q. B UI ( a n' t we ass ume, Keith, that if we buy a package,
"' ill
the way it is supposed to?

":\ 0 . you not only can ' t assume it will work but you
sho uld ass um e that it will sc rew up not onl y in major ways
but 31 ,0 in \'er y devious wa ys. You may also not assume
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that anybody, either the people who sold it to you or the
people who made it, will be very helpful with your
problems. Let the buyer beware. Once you have paid for it,
you may well be stuck with it. Your most risk-free
approach is to find somebody who is doing something very
similar to what you want to do, talk to them about their
problems, and when you find somebody who has a setup
that they consider satisfactory, buy that exact same
hardware and exact same software. You will find this very
difficult to do, however."
At their best, there is still the tradeoff between getting
exactly what you want by writing it yourself (if you can,
and if you have time) and getting approximately what you
want by buying it (and getting it fairly soon). This is not an
easy decision to make. The company I worked for in
Boston agonized over such a decision for months and
finally bought a canned package, even though it took
another year to work the bugs out of the one they bought.
Here at Twin Oaks we did less agonizing, because the view
was that we didn't have the time to write our own
accounting package (Keith said he and I could do it in
about a year). We too bought a package. Having been
through thi s twice now, I notice a couple of things that
both experiences had in common. One: Neither package
was truly as advertised, though my Boston firm paid
$120,000. The packaged program had to be worked with .
The documentation was not really adequate, either. Two:
Both packages gave us lots of information we didn't
particularly want and facilities we couldn't use, but lacked
fundamental things we needed right away. Three : Both of
them are slow and clumsy to work with and were written
with no consideration of the data entry person's time as a
valuable resource. We still have to live with the
unconscious managerial assumption that data entry labor
is cheap. This is most annoying in the micro world, where
most of us are our own data-entry clerks!
Ju st the same, I suspect we did the right thing in both
locations . Twin Oaks bought Accounting Plus, put out by
Software Dimensions in California . I'm not knocking
Accounting Plus. In fact, if pushed, I'll even recommend
it. Here are some of th"e good things about it: It is heavil y
protected against operator error - it is almost impossible
to introduce garbage into the system by carelessness
(Exception: woe unto them that put in the wrong date.
Accounting Plus is extremely date-dependent.) . It produces useful reports in attractive format. It is of course
standard double-entry bookkeeping, and what you get is
readable by accountants and bookkeepers the world
around . It makes a real try at being complete . It is flexible
enough to handle a complex organization's accounting
needs . It is almost bug-free. It puts its data into files that
can be read not only by its own program but also by other
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programs (like dBASE) and also by human beings. (This is
not a given; some programs encode their files and make
them useless outside their own system.) We have had good
experience dealing by phone with the company's customer
representative. And our main accountant has grown fond
of the package.
But personally I hate it, in spite of all its virtues . I think
it's a quite decent package, but I loathe canned packages. I
thirst for a system written for Twin Oaks and geared
precisely to its needs, and can find no affection in my heart
for this clumsy approximation. But make no mistake; the
tradeoffs are real! Accounting is an extremely complex
business, and writing an un flawed program that would do
what Accounting Plus does would have been a terribly
difficult and time-consuming project. The community
didn't have the time, and most other people don't either.
That's why packages sell. Accounting Plus, by the way,
sells for about $500 to $700 per module, and our
application here uses 4 of the modules out of the 6
available.
I'm feeling a certain irony as I write this article
cheerfully recommending computers, because in fact our
main computer that we use for accounting is not working
thi s evening . It went down this morning, and nobody has
the faintest idea what is wrong with it. I imagine somebody
will figure it out tomorrow or the next day, and we'll be
back in business . I also suppose that one of these days the
computer will die beyond the power of our people to
resurrect, and eventually we'll have to buy another
computer. You see, some of this article is written with
sharp hindsight. Twin Oaks bought a non-standard
machine. Not without trepidation did it go against
professional advice. but we got the machine on terms it was
hard to turn down . The non-standard machine worked for
us just fine in a limited way as long as we used the
no n-sta nd a rd o perating sys tem it came with and the
non-stand a rd software th at went with it. But after the first
year of computer use Twin Oak s began to get ambitious .
We a nted an acco untin g package - not just a little
expen se journal that we could and did write ourselves, but
a co mplete , balan ced general ledger system with accounts
payable and inventor y built in . What's more, we wanted to
access t hose files with dBASE and write our own reports .
The marketplace o ffered acco untin g packages, but as far
as
co uld see the best ones ran under CP / M, and so does
dBASE . In stead of retiring the non-standard machine to
the Children' s Building or the Recreation Department and
huying a CP / M machine , we hunted around for a way of
ada pti ng the co mputer to CP / M . We fo und and bought an
adapter -board (alm ost $) (00) and bought the CP / M
so ft wa re to go wi th it.

It worked, but since then we've -had hardware trouble .
Not every day. More like three times a week. Sometimes
three times a day, but there are also days that are
trouble-free. We have a technician who sweet-talks it into
running for us most of the time. We get- a lot of useful
work out of it. Of course there are people who
how
to fix this non-standard machine. But not with our CP/ M
configuration. We're on our own there.
What I'm leading up to is not merely the standard moral
of getting expert advice and taking it. It's a more dismal
message than that, and it goes like this: There is no such
thing as a cheap computer.
Earlier in this article I mentioned a price tag of $3,000 to
$7,000. This must be understood as the initial investment.
There are ongoing cash expenses . If you have a printer,
you use paper. A lot of software automatically wastes
paper for you, too at about I cent a page . We recycle
ours when we can . It's wonderful if you can find a friendly
university department that will give you used computer
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done in 6 hours by hand. Of course this experience doesn't
prove that computers aren't fast or even that the program
isn't good for your task. It just means that initial learning
takes a much bigger chunk of time than we were probably
led to expect. This expectation gap is sometimes caused by

runs. But most people are selling theirs to recycling
companies for coffee money these days. We're reduced to
buying it new . Also ribbons. A new one every mQnth at a
minimum. They cost anywhere from $1.50 to $13 a ribbon,
depending on various things. We wrecked the printhead on
one of our printers too - no idea how we did it - and a
new one cost $130 and took 6 weeks to get here. By the
time it arrived, the printing using the damaged head was so
bad that we had customers calling us up complaining they
couldn't read our invoices.
Then there's diskettes. We're paying $2.50 each for the
8-inchers and $1.70 for the 5 v.. inch. These bargain rates
are available buying by mail from cutrate outfits.
Sometimes the diskettes aren't any good. They're guaranteed, but there is the nuisance of sending them back. It's
amazing how fast one goes through diskettes. We buy them
in increments of 20, uSl!ally 80 at a time, and throw very
few away, but they get gobbled up by the storage of data
that people aren't quite prepared to throwaway, and by
the making of multiple backup copies of this and that.
After one has wasted 10 hours or so reproducing data that
accidentally got destroyed, the cost of backup diskettes
does not seem important.
Another frustrating thing a beginner runs into when first
getting acquainted with a computer is that computers
sometimes don't live up to expectations about speed. One
thinks of computers as being very fast, but there are often
situations when one can sit in front of the screen and make
good progress knitting an afghan while waiting for a
program to do its thing .
There are several posible reasons this happens . The
program itself may be written in a clumsy fashion which
tells the computer to take an inefficient route. Or the
program may be accomplishing several things that aren't
apparent on the surface but will turn out to save time in the
long run . Sure, it's all measured in microseconds, but even
micro seconds add up, especially when you're just sitting
there waiting. My advice : go get a cup of coffee and be
patient. It' s onl y a little machine .
An yway, a bigger time-gobbler by far than complex or
cl um sy programming is the temptation to use sophisticated
faci lities before understanding them. Here you are with a
neat new program you paid $95 for, and you've read the
ma nu al and get the general gist of what it will accomplish.
You also have before you a task for which this program is
appa rentl y appropriate. The temptation is to try immediately to get your work accomplished with your new tool,
usin g every facilit y ad vertised, all in the first project. The
fir st attempt will almost certainly fail. So you find some of
your errors and try again . The second try is better, but still
not what you want. Fifteen hours later you are just about
at the brea kthrough point in a job that you could have

I

Fifteen hours later you are just
about at a breakthrough point in
a job that you could have done
in six hours by hand.
led to expect. This expectation gap is sometimes caused by
enthusiastic sales people, telling you how easy it is to use
such and such a machine or program. They're not even
lying, really. Modern programs are indeed a great deal
easier and a great deal faster than what preceeded them.
The software industry is in truth experiencing a revolution
in the production of programs that make learning easy compared with previous software. But nobody can make a
program that is quite as easy and quite as fast as the naive
beginner expects . The public has been led to expect
something approaching magic, and instead finds the reality
of hard work .
But the hard work pays off. This is the joy of computer
use, and this is the source of all the hyperbolic statements
and general euphoria on the subject. Anybody who will put
in the hours learning to use a particular machine and a
particular program to the point of mastery can then
perform the expected magic. No more 15-hour investment
in a one-hour job. As soon as you have learned the
capacities and lim its of a particular tool, you can create
solutions almost as fast as people can present you with
tasks . What ' s more, at that point it's a lot of fun .
For any given organization with a microcomputer, there
are not likely to be more than two or three people who have
the time and motivation to develop their knowledge to this
point, and those few people then become very useful to the
group. By the same token, the group becomes dependent
on them for its information. The software industry is
trying terribly hard to minimize this dependence, by
writing programs that, in theory, everyone can use and
thereby eliminate the "priesthood" of computer experts .
To a degree they have succeeded, and programs like
SuperCalc and dBASE are the products of their efforts . An
ordinary person with some time and interest can do in a
hundred hours of work what it used to take months or
years of studying to accomplish. But those initial hundred
hours (or thereabouts) are still necessary, and the people
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who go through them become, in their small way, a
mini-priesthood for those who don't have the time or
energy to do even that much. There is still nothing on the
market which gives instant information to management on
all aspects of the organization without the intervention of a
knowledgeable specialist. If you have heard of such a
thing, you were probably hearing either sales talk or
science fiction or enthusiastic predictions. It's not here yet.
Computers now proliferate, and the organizational
landscape is littered with failed attempts at computerization by small businesses. The major cause of such failure is
probably the expectation gap I've been talking about, but
the second cause is related to it - over-ambition. It ' s easy
to take on too much.
Take for example the organization that has been doing
hand bookkeeping . The very process of writing things
down by hand compels the organization to simplify the
data . A person who understands the organization is on
hand deciding what is important to keep and what is not. A
certain amount of chaos perhaps inherent in the "alternative " organization can be tolerated, because there is a
human being paying attention to things.
When the group gets a computer , there is a temptation to
put all possible data into the system, with the idea of using
the computer 's formidable power to get information never
before seriously considered retrievable. In the process the
element of human awareness is removed, and obscure
mistakes both in content and in procedure can be masked.
Given some time and at tent io n , all these problems can be
fixed, but it is a mistake to assume that the process will be
trouble-free.
It is almost surely a mistake to tr y to make a single leap
from simple hand bookkeeping system to a complex
computerized system in one yea r. At the sam e time it is
hard to avoid d oi ng so, because the canned account ing
packages are standard and will probably not conform to
wha t you have been doing before using th em . The odd
group that can resist the can ned package and can afford to
move sl owl y, computerizing bits a nd pieces of its systems
to remove tedium and improve accur acy, is probably in the
best position to use the mach ine intelligently and a void risk
of disaster. However, this advice is somewhat empt y,
because most groups don't comput erize unt il their need is
too urgent for the slow approach . C ertainl y this was the
case at Twi n Oaks . We were in fa ct on the path I am
recommending - a little computerization of small parts of
the system, co ntinuing to do the overall work by hand,
when our economic planner s began to make urgent
demands for more detailed and consistent info rmation . A t
that point we felt we could no lo nger afford to move
slowl y, because we couldn't afford the risks we were taking

with the businesses, for lack of such things as sales
analysis, cost accounting on a product-by-product basis,
control of inventory, and the like. So we jumped in over
our heads, and the results aren't in yet, so I can't tell you
whether it was worth it. We can tell you that it's taking a
lot of time, and it is not going smoothly. We can't compare
it to the hand system that preceded it , because we are
getting a lot more information than we used to get, and a
direct comparison isn't relevant.
For many groups the main attraction of a computer is
the capacity to handle a mailing list for subscriptions or the
like . Any computerized list can be easily edited, entries
added, entries deleted. In principle, also, any computerized
list can be sorted and kept in order - alphabetical, zip
code, or whatever. Furthermore, with a tool like dBASE, a
single list can be accessed by either alphabet or zip code at
will , simply through manipulation of multiple indexes.

Keith Davidson
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This is all wonderful and it all works, but there is one
major problem: size. The main reason for wanting a
computer to do this task is that it has become too large to
be done easily by hand . If the list is several thousand
addresses, long, it may be too big for you machine's
diskettes . There is no limit to the number of diskettes that
can be put into use, of course, but the machine will not be
able to search the entire file, nor sort it, nor index it, on
multiple diskettes. The program can work with only one
diskette at a time. A solution that suggests itself is using a
different diskette for each subsection of the alphabet (or
zip code), leaving space for additions on each one, and
using them in order when making up labels or lists. This
will work, provided only one ordering is required. If you
need the list sorted two different ways, you will have to
keep two sets of diskettes and edit and update both sets.
The initial creation of the one set from the other is a
tedious and error-prone task to start with, and after it is
created, both sets have to be edited and updated
independently.
One solution is a "hard" disk, where there is plenty of
storage space. Whether an organization needs hard disk
enough to pay the price for it should probably not be
decided by the need s of thi s particular job, unless you're
going into it in a big way . At least you should first check
out the cost of having your mailing lists done by
commercial outfits that specialize in this work. They are
fast and efficient precisely because they specialize, and the
chances are good that you would save money by using
them. rather than by investing in the hardware and effort
to do the jo b yourself.
What are the really good reasons for buying and using a
computer? I'll quote Keith directly on this question and
then gi ve my own opinion . Keith says:
"T he funda ment a l use of computers is to educate people
Our soc iety is going through very rapid
ahout
cha nge , . a nd com puter s are deeply involved in thi s. Those
\Io ho have the inter est sho uld ha ve an opportunity to pursue
compute r familia rity a nd co mputer use in standard
ap plIcati on, a nd even pr og ra mming if they have a mind.
That' ,
th e true reaso n to have computers around.
The speci fi c a ppli cati o ns that the y are most effective for
are word processin g and spread sheets . Beyond that, it is
high ly un predi ctable what will work out.
"Co mputers are a gamble . On the whole, they are a
gamb le tha t has to be taken, because on the whole they are
a\\ c,omely ca pable . But the price and the risk are heavy.
Don' t im est a nything that you can't afford to lose ."
Wit hout di sagreeing with Keith, I'll add thi s: computers
are best when yo u either have or want to have a big,
unmanageab le bunch o f data that you don't have the
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patience to look through by human energy but do have
good use for an organized version of the contents. If you
have the capacity to get decently accurate numbers to start
with and can find time to enter the data into the computer,
then it isn't hard to figure out whether the information you
want is worth the price, and the answer is almost certainly
yes. If, like Twin Oaks, the sheer volume of data is too big
even to contemplate keeping track of by hand, and you
really need the information, then there isn't much question
about it. True, it's not easy, but yes, it's worth it.
Twin Oak's start in computers has been clumsy. Here's
what Keith has to say about that:
"I would say that Twin Oaks has never really made a
decision to buy a computer. It is tyoical of Twin Oaks to
insist on doing something cheaply before it is ready to do it
well, and the computer experience has run true to form.
Inasmuch as it seems to be a requirement to do things
cheaply first, it's nice we're getting that part over with . It is
difficult for a conservative organization to allocate
sufficient resources to a new area, and hard to make wise
decisions about something it knows nothing about. Twin
Oaks has been trying to get by on a shoestring, and that is
very expensive. It is very expensive to become familiar with
the effective use of computers. That expense is unavoidable, so Twin Oaks is getting around to incurring it.

Q. Isn't the main

labor?

"Yes, labor and hassle and confusion. In the ultimate
sense everything coming to a grinding halt at unpredictable
times in terms of organization and information."
Things have, in our experience, come to a grinding halt
at least four times since the beginning of this year, but it
hasn't stopped us . Keith doesn't mention it, but another
thing typical of Twin Oaks is that it doesn't make
extravagant demands of itself in terms of success and
doe sn ' t get discouraged easily. We've managed to get a few
things done thi s year, like :
1. First quarter's financial accounting, in spite of terrible
hardware problems, was ready before the middle of April.
2. First quarter's labor accounting is all entered, and an
ongoing weekly labor budget variance report is in use.
3. Business invoicing is done daily by computer, and the
accounts receivable information entered at the same time .
4. About 20 members have learned to use the word
processor or another of the major programs .
5. Various small files are kept on computer now, including
mailbox numbers, weather records, and depreciation for
taxes .
6 . SuperCalc is in use to estimate the labor hours needed
each week for desired production in the woodshop .
7. Our Indexing Collective uses the word processor to
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make the final oopy of each index for our customers.
8. At least one member is using it to write a book.
Some of the above has been done economically and well.
Some of it has cost us agonies of frustration as well as
numerous wasted hours.
To me it is obvious that some of the worst of the
beginning costs are behind us, and we won't have to pay
another big lump of fooltax until we try our next big leap.
If we continued on our currently planned path - doing
our accounting and various other tasks I've mentioned for the next 5 years, there is no question but that the
computer will have paid for itself many times over. It is
more likely, of course, that we will continue to explore the
machine's potential for other jobs we want done, and that
never reach a plateau from which we can calmly
analyze the cost-effectiveness of the tool. For some people
cost effectiveness is not the main point. Some people like
computers just because they like computers, and they want
to be involved with them for the same reason other people
like to dig in the garden - because it feels good. People
lik e me need a computer around because we want the

output - we want to see the numbers and use them. Other
people are glad we are demanding numbers because for
them it simply means good work for them to do. In any
case I think the computer is here to stay.
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EGALITARIAN IDEALISTS
OF THE WORLD UNITE!
A mental health maintenance core
group is now operational with ten adult
females and seven adult males aspiring
to grow to 60 adult women and 60 adult
men . The new paradigm is a "best-friend
Identity cluster" utilizing polyfidelity and a
balanced rotational sleeping schedule.
All males opt for voluntary sterilization
(vasectomy) . Females have been burdened with the responsibility for population control up until now; it's time for
males to shoulder that responsibility. An
Introductory prospectus describes our
Ideals and our story. It's free to serious,
nonseparatist feminists who agree that
population control is the foremost problem on the planet. Write about yourself :
Kenstan Islands Best Friendship Cooperative , 543 Frederick St., San Francisco , CA 94117.

The Best of Communities
including the 1983 Directory
12 of the best reprints of the last
10 years of CommunIt ies plus
listings and resources
includIng rural and urban

postage

l

COMMUNITIES

Box 426
Lou isa. Va 23093
1983 Directory S3 .50 (postpaid)
A Guide to Cooperative Alternative.
S500 (postpaid)
Both (an S8 .50 value) for $7 .00
Name _______________________

o
o
o

Address ________________
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By Peter and Trudy lohnson-Lenz
Pliler alld Trudl'
are computer and comIIIlm/cal/Ons consliitan ts. Working from their Lake
() 5h'C\!(J "electronic cOllage," they use computers as a
medllllll of communication with clients and colleagues in
S()nh America. They hal'e been co-principal investigators
()II
u SallOnu/ Science Foundation research project
Il1Idrlll\! Ihe ejfectil'(!ness of computerized conferencing
t(Jr selltrlR stundards in the electronics industry, and they
dt'I·t'/oped a
fo r state legislative research units to
exchang(, III/o rmation among themselves. With futurist
Rohert Th eohald, Peter and Trudy developed a computer. '!OlIr" of alternative fut ures and natural resource
/I\//el fur 117(' USDA . They also facilitated a project that
c/eClroniculll' link('d small communities in the So uthwest
//ndagolll g rapid gro wth so they could share commo n
{iruh/('ms and solutions. Currently they are consultants to
117(' Western Behavioral Sciences Institute's School of
.\funagement and Strategic Studies which is using telecon}erencing as the cen tral medium fo r its two-year co urse for
IOp-/erel execulives.

Peter and Trudy's work has been featured in the BBC
documentary, "Goodbye, Gutenberg," on NBC's Today
Show, in the Christian Science Monitor, and in the local
press. They have given presentations at the World Future
Society's Third General Assembly, at a World Future
Studies Federation conference in Berlin, and to various
local groups. Their publications include a number of
popular and journal articles, as well as several research
reports for the New Jersey Institute of Technology. In
addition, they have just completed development of a
software system for microcomputers, MIST 2.0, which
transforms a personal computer into a "net worker 's
electronic toolchest . ..

For more information on MIST call or write: Fox Hedge,
Inc., 810 E. Street, San Rafael, CA 94901, (415) 454-8292 .
or: New Era Technologies, Inc. 2025 Eye Street, NW, Suite
922, Washington, D.C. 20006, (202) 887-5440.
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Some would say that this is the era of computers and
high technology, and even Time magazine named the
personal computer its Man (or rather, Machine) of the
Year fQr 1982. While computers and microelectronics are

an important driving force in our move from an industrial
society to an information and communications society,
they are only part of a much larger transformation.

The Information and Communications Revolution

People who study and discuss the future generally agree
that our society is undergoing a profound shift. This shift
will be at least as broad and dramatic as that from the
agricultural to the industrial age, in which we went from a
decentralized agrarian society to a centralized industrial
society. It is a move away from heavy manufacturing and
toward enterprises which deal primarily with information.
While the recess ion has recently highlighted the decline of
smokestack industries, the shift toward the Information
Age has actually been underway for several decades now.
In fact, today over 600,70 of employed Americans work with
information - teachers, accountant s, bankers, secretaries,
computer programmers, writers, managers, politicians,
lawyers, and on and on . These information workers, or
knowledge workers as they are sometimes called, are an
expanding part of the workforce .
Just as the industrial revolutio n changed the ways in
which people lived, worked, played, educated themselves,
and conducted the business of society, so too will the
information and communicatiosn rev o lution alter our lives
in as yet unforeseen ways. Some of the trends have been
identified: a move toward a more decentralized society ,
changes in organizational structures from hierarchical to
networking models, migration from the Frostbelt to the
Sunbelt, migration back to rural areas, a more pluralistic
society wit h increased use of information and communication s tecr.nologies as the "electronic nervou s system" of
soci ety, changes in how knowledge is structured, and
more.

But there will be other impacts as well that we can barely
imagine . Who would have predicted that Henry Ford's
Model-A would eventually lead to suburban shopping
malls, one of the major places people congregate? Who
would have imagined drive-in churches, dune buggies, fast
food restaurants, changes in sexual mores , and gridlock?
As John Naisbitt has written in Megatrends, "In the
computer age we are dealing with conceptual space
connected by electronics, rather than physical space
connected by the motorcar." He goes on to say, •• As our
transportation network carried the products of industrialization in the past, so too will (the) emerging communications network carry the new products of the information
society . "
What will be the communications era equivalent of the
shopping mall?
The point is that we are well into the middle of this shift
into the Information Age of the Communications Era, and
no one really knows what the long-term impacts will be.
This transformation is broader than simply the introduction
of information and communications technologies into our
lives, although they are an important driving force . If you
would like to know more about this broader shift, there are
a number of books which descrive it in much more detail :
Naisbitt's Megatrends, Alvin Tomer's The Third Wave,
Robert Theobald's Beyond Despair and his more recent
Avoiding 1984, and Willis Harmon's An Incomplete Guide
to the Future.

The Emergence of the Microcomputer

:'

I
The Time magazine issue on the personal computer is just
one indication that small computers are playing an
increasingly visible role in our lives. A recent issue of
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Newsweek had as many advertising pages devoted to
computers, typewriters, and CD piers as there were for
automobiles, including car leasing and rental. In a poll
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commissioned for the Time magazine computer issue, 80070
of those surveyed said they believed that in the near future,
home computers will be as prevalent as TVs and
dishwashers . Some 68% also said that the computer
revolution will improve the quality of their children's
education .
What are these new machines and what can they do for
us?
It is useful to remember that the first fully electronic
digital computer was built in the United States in 1945, a
year that also .saw the first atomic bomb and the end of
World War II. That computer weighed 30 tons and had
18,000 vacuum tubes which failed at a rate of one every
seven minutes . In contrast, almost 40 years later , we have
bro ught along a highly reliable portable computer weighing o nl y 26 pounds. Time quotes one computer expert's
estimat e that "if the automobile business had developed
like the computer business, a Rolls-Royce would now cost
$2.7 5 a nd run 3 million miles on a gallon of gas ."
A computer is a machine which can perform numeric
computation s very fast and with great precision. It can also
process information - storing, sorting, and retrieving all
kinds o f d a ta . Those applications currentl y most prevalent
em p hasize computation and processing . Examples include
everything fro m payroll and inventory control to video
ga mes . fro m word processing to computer-aided inmuction, fro m tax form preparation to controlling lights
an d appliances in the home . These are useful applications
I'hich are tran sforming the office , the school, and the
home .
But there is an o ther way in which computers can be
u'ed . They can be linked together for communications and
net l' orki ng a ppli cations. A computer can be used to call
up another co mpu ter , large or small . Once connected in
!hl' " :\ \ . yo u can search for specific information , meet

with other people electronically, leave messages, play
games with other peop\e instead of against the computer,
. exchange ideas, and much more. We call these "networking" applications. Networking has been defined by
Jessica Lipnack and Jeffrey Stamps as "people connecting
with people, linking ideas and resources . H And computers
can be used to do just that - organize information about
people and resources, exchange that information, and link
into electronic networks.
These networking applications of computers reflect
several of the megatrends cited by John Naisbitt and his
colleagues: the movement from centralization to decentralization, from hierarchies to networking, and from
institutional help to self-help. It is our belief that these
networking applications can contribute to empowering
individuals, decentralizing power, and helping us move
from a highly competitive to a more cooperative,
interdependent society.
The communications and networking applications of
computers are part of the foundation of the emerging
electronic nervous system of society. Yet these applications
are largely unknown and at best poorly understood. The
form and functions of the electronic networks will be
determined b y their designers ' beliefs about human nature .
Do people need to be managed, monitored, and controlled ,
or are the y trustworthy and capable of individual initiative
and judgement? While there is great potential for good in
electronic networks, their development will be governed by
economic and political forces, many of which reflect a
fundamental belief that people cannot be trusted to
manage their own lives .
Fortunately, it is possible to have small electronic
network s in communities where the computers and
information are locall y owned and controlled .
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\e\\\o rki ng A pplications of Computers for Communities

'n t
Ide
I t""
(o mider t hese net working application s in more
,\c-, ai l and
how th ey can be used in communit y sett ings.
in vo lves in formatio n exchange . It means
th:lll nl(l rmation mu st be assembled and organized first. It
11,(> mean , tha t info rmat ion is moved from one place to
.IIH)lh er. from perso n to person , even if it is being
':\,'h an ged betwee n o rganizations. It al so mean s that

people are linked together through communications in
order to make the exchange. Remember Lipnack and
Stamps ' definition of networking: "peo ple connecting
with people , linking ideas and resources. "
Networking is as old as civilization itsel f. But electronic
net working using computers is very new .

A\<;emblin g and Organizing Information

. to
fo r
poll

\ 1icro compute rs can be used to assemble and organize
IlIft' rma tion of all so rts. For community application, a

m icrocomputer is an important tool for organizing and
maintaining: communitY 'calendars, skill bank s , tool pools ,
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barter exchanges, hot lines for information and referral,
housing files, employment files, membership information,
mailing lists, classified ads, land-use information (including zoning changes), crime prevention information,
telephone trees, and much more.
With the proper hardware and software, someone at the
-keyboard of a microcomputer can search for a particular
piece of information and retrieve it very quickly . In
addition, someone across town or across the country can
also call liP the microcomputer remotely and do the same
kind of search. As appropriate, information can be printed
out in special formats for general circulation, such as a
directory, a calendar, a mailing list, and so on.
Here are several examples.
In Portland, Oregon, the RAIN Community Resource
Center has used a microcomputer to assemble files of
information about community self-reliance. This information includes an index to periodical holdings, an index to
selected articles from fifty basic publications, 2500
descriptions of organizations, and 2000 bibliographic
citations.
The RAIN Community Resource Center is associated
with RAIN: Journal of Appropriate Technology. Some of
the bibliographic information in the RAIN computer has
been used in RAIN magazine, and recently the computer
itself has been used to write and edit all the copy for the
magazine.
RAIN also used its computer to prepare a report on
"Information and Communications Technology for the
Community" and maintains an up-to-date database of
resources to go with that report. In the past year, RAIN
has recei ved 75 requests from organizations around the
country for assistance in the design of electronic information systems and in some cases to manage the information
resources of an organization.
In Denver, the office of Open Network uses a computer
to organize its files of network "events." In their
terminology, an "event " is any item in the file. It can be an
actual event like a meeting or a marathon, a need, an
offer, an idea. or whatever someone wants others to know
about. A user of the Open Newtork can search the files for
matches or engage the services of a "weaver" to look for
patterns and help make connections. Unlike a membership
organization in which people have common values and
goals, the Denver Open Network is deliberately and
consciously open to the ent ire community. According to
the office for Open Network, "users have found writers,
babysitters, chimney-cleaners, seamstresses, salespeople,
teachers. lawyers, doctors, carpenters, translators, therapists. accountants, anthropologists, business partners,
bankers. exorcists, mathematicians, publishers, consultants, cooks, and a husband ." They have also "located

free cookies, cheap paper, a place to hold a conference,
Spanish lessons, grant money for non-profits, office help,
vitamins, fine wood for carving, electronic parts, jobs,
computerized databases and place to stay.in the British
Isles. "
While the computer used by the Open Network is larger
than a microcomputer, their information could be put into
a smaller machine and used just as effectively. And
although they use the computer as a tool for assisting
people, the office of Open Network considers itself a
generator of human networks, not a computer network.
In West Newton Massachusetts, Jessica Lipnack and
Jeffrey Stamps
used a computer to assemble and
organize information about networks themselves . Through
a networking process, they did research on networks and
networking which they incorporated into their recent
book , Networking: Th e First Report and Directory. The
book was written, edited, and prepared for typesetting on
the computer in their home office. In addition, they have a
database of over 1500 grou ps in the United States and
abroad using networking process for their work . The
computer was used to print out the directory of these
groups and associated alphabetic, keyword , and location
indices. They are continuing to use a computer to maintain
and update thi s database, and they will be using the
computer to produce two networking newsletters, one for
grassroots groups and one for business and professional
people.
Back in Portland again. the Center for Urban Education, an agency of the Ecumenical Ministries of Oregon,
used its microcomputer to prepare a directory of
participant s at their conference on Information and
Communication Technology for the Community. The
conference database, from which the 'directory was
produced, was also used to facilita te the conference itself.
The computer was used to print out li sts of people's
preferences for box lunches
that food orders could be
placed. In addition, the database "as available during the
conference so that attendee, (ould find others whom they
might like to meet.
In each of these examples. the information has been
assembled and organized u ing a small computer. The
information is locall) owned and controlled. In contrast,
Time magazine estimates th at there are 1450 electronic
databases on large co mputer s which are available on a
subscription
These range from The Source, an
information utilit y that is a subsid iary of Reader's Digest ,
to a pesticides database at Purdue, to Lockheed DIALOG's 100 or so bibliographic databases. While it can be
very useful to search these subscription databases for
specific information, there is no way to add information to
them or to comment on the information available.
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Exchanging Information
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Organizing and assembling information is just the first
step . The heart of networking is exchanging that informa-
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tion. interacting with other people. As John Naisbitt
writes, "in an information society - for the first time in

L\

civilization - the game is people interacting with other
people . This increases personal transactions geometrically,
that is, all forms of interactive communications: telephone
calls, checks written, memos, messages, letters, and
more ."
A single microcomputer can be used as an information
and communications node in a network . This requires that
users can call up the microcomputer using a terminal or
microcomputer, much as one would call up a large
computer database system. This is known as telecommunication , or communication at a distance .
For example , in San Francisco, the Glide Foundation at
the Glide Memorial United Methodist Church used a
microcomputer for about two years to link a small group
of people active in social change in the Bay Area. Most of
those people had video terminals in their homes or offices
which they used for sending and receiving electronic
messages via the Glide computer. More recently, that
computer has been used to organize a database of members
of the Briarpatch Network, an association of small
businesses , and to act as the central communications node
for the Common Good School, a school and support group
for communit y organizers.
At our electronic cottage in Lake Oswego , Oregon , we
leave our own microcomputer "in remote" from midnight
to noon every day. During those hours, friend s and
co lleagues ca ll up our microcomputer , search through our
demon strati o n databases, and leave messages for us . We
leave ou r res po nses in "mailboxes " set aside for each
remote user. They can also exchange messages with each
at her.
As we menti o ned , in May , 1982, the Center for Urban
Edu ca ti on in Portland had a conference on Information
and Com muni cation Technology for the Community.
eLE commissioned Steve John son at the RAIN Co mmunil\ Res,)urce Center to write a ba ckground report for the
(vnfe rence. Aft er Steve drafted and edited the report on
the RAI \.; comp uter , he transmitt ed it electronicall y to t he
II E comput er \\ her e it was print ed out.
' ot only can text files and repo rt s be exchanged this
" 3\. bu t portio ns of or eve n entire databases can be
n,hanged
wel l. In order to show a variet y of databases

at our workshops on microcomputer networking, we asked
RAIN and CUE for permission to make copies of several
of their databases for demonstration purposes. Using our
computer, we
up the RAIN and CUE computers and
pulled copies of their databases out of their systems and
into ours. As Steve Johnson remarked, the ease of moving
such information from one place to another "makes for
interesting information economics ." This is particularly
true since the RAIN Community Resource Center charges
for some of its information services.
With the exception of the Denver Open Network, all the
groups mentioned in these examples are using microcomputer software for networking that we have developed.
Our system is called MIST, for Microcomputer Information Support Tools. We've dubbed it "the networker's
electronic toolehest" since it contains all the necessary
tools for assembling, organizing, and exchanging information. And of course, we used MIST to prepare, edit, and
print out these remarks .
Using. other computer software, there are also literally
hundreds of microcomputer-based community bulletin
board systems all over the country. These systems can be
called up with a simple computer terminal or another
computer. Many of them are used by computer hobbyists
who chat back and forth about equipment, programming
tips, and so on . Some are special purpose systems, devoted
to such things as genealogy, science fiction, humor,
medical information, alid even sex . Generally , these
bulletin board systems are conversational in nature . In
most of them, it is difficult (if not impossible) to search for
and retrieve information by subject area . In that sense,
these systems are like CB radio, in which people chat but
their conversations are not well organized.

Linking People Together
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I ne rea: po wer o f electron ic networking is in linking
PI:urlc together . Over the past six yea rs , we have been
U,l ng a com pute ri zed co nferencing system for a variety of
a,11\ Illes. The system we use is called EIES the Electronic
Exchange System . It is a syst'em for human
d'n1 rnu nicatio n via comput er located at the New Jersey
Ir"! lIute 0f Tec hnology. Although EIES uses a larger
than the
we ha ve talk ed about so far, it is an

important example .
On EIES, members can send electronic mail to
individuals or groups, have on-going meelings in conferences, develop and access databases of information, play
games, and participate in other communications structures . EIES members are located across North America,
and a few are in foreign countries . They call up the EIES
computer at times and from places of their own choosing,
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getting new material and leaving messages or other
responses . In this way, the system is asynchronous - that
is, out of time. We can send a message to our friends
Jessica Lipnack and Jeff Stamps in Boston at our
convenience, and they pick it up and respond on their own
schedule. This completely eliminates missed connections
and telephone tag, when you keep missing the person you
are trying to talk to.
In addition, communication via EIES produces a written
record. In some ways it is a disadvantage to have to type
everything into the computer, since people generally talk
faster than they type. But it is very useful to have a written
copy of a message or a complete transcript of a conference
for reference. If a new participant joins an on-going
meeting via computer, he or she can be referred to the
transcript to date, rather than having to be briefed in
hurried whispers on the side. The written record can also
be searched, and individual items can be retrieved by
keywords, date, author, and so on.
There is also a democratizing effect from communication via computer. It is difficult to bring social pressure to
bear to influence group members , and people are judged
on the basis of their ideas rather than their looks, status,
race, gender, and so on . It is also much easier to challenge
someone' s points than it might be in a face-to-face setting.
Over the years, we have written papers, signed contracts,
collaborated on projects, given and gotten emotional
support. maintained personal and professional relationships, planned conferences, played games, and even
meditated via ElES - in some cases with people whom we
have never met face-to-face!
With regard to commun ity applications on EIES, we
worked on three projects of note. A group of people
interested in neighborhoods and grassroots community
acti vit ies used special software we developed to exchange
info rmat ion . news, gossip, inquiries, and so forth . The
software all ows users to rai se a short topic or question
whi ch is sent to all member s of the exchange. Then each
perso n receiving the q uest io n can select it to receive further

information and responses or ignore it. Once a topic is
selected, all future responses will be delivered automatically. In this way, people get information on topics they
have interest in and have selected themselves. The
computer "filters" out the rest automatically. This is one
way to deal with the problems of information overload, a
very real hazard in the Information Age. There are also
features for voting and for displaying a keyword index of
all the topics in the exchange.
A second project involved small communities in the
Southwest which were growing rapidly due to oil and
mineral development nearby. With Robert Theobald and
people from Cooperative Extension offices, we conducted
an action experiment over six months to see if linking these
rapid growth communities via computer would be effective
in helping them exchange local problems and solutions.
Besides regular asynchronous communication, we also
held two on-line "parties" in which the communities were
all linked together via computer for several hours.
Third, we worked with the Neighborhood Information
Sharing Exchange (NISE) to develop databases on EIES of
community-based organizations and of print information
of interest to those organizations. Unfortunately, just as
this information was final1y assembled and organized on
EIES, the Reagan Administration cut funding to the
project. The purpose of NISE was to provide a means for
networking between neighborhood and other communitybased organizations. Besides providing information to
these groups directly, NISE also acted as a broker between
groups, putting them in touch with each other to share
common problems and experiences. And unlike databases
on large computer systems, the NISE databases on EIES
included places for users to make comments on and to rate
the usefulness and quality of the information they
received.
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Education Via Computer
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EIES is also being used for some very interesting
experiment s in edu cati on in which teachers and students
are link ed togeth er via computer. Before describing these
ex perim ent s. it is useful to mention computer-assisted
in structi on and how microcomputers are being used in
sc hoo ls.
For the mos t part , microcomputers in schools or
ter minals hob ked up to a central computer in the school
di strict are used fo r individualized instruction. A student
interact s wit h the computer which presents information
and asks questi ons. The st udent gets immediate feedback
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from the computer about the correctness of his or her
answer, and then either goes on to the next lesson or
repeat s the current one until the questions can be answered
correctly . The computer is very patient and responsive. It
doesn ' t get tired of presenting the same material over and
over, and it responds quickly and with full attention to
each student. The student can work through new material
at his or her own pace, and the computer can keep records
of each student's progress. In addition, the computer can
be used to maintain the teacher's gradebook .
There are several limitations to thi s approach to
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education. First, the computer is good for training and for
teaching skills, but it doesn't do as
in teaching
concepts and interpretation. How would a computer
correct and grade an essay question? Second, it does not
encourage discussion between students or between a
teacher and student. Third, it dosen't help students learn to
work together cooperatively.
In contrast, education via computer network allows
students and teachers to meet together over a period of
time, presenting material, doing assignments, discussing
ideas, and engaging in whatever group exercises are
appropriate. Furthermore, the students and teachers can
be geographically separate and still work together.
For example, the New Jersey Institute of Technology is
offering a series of continuing education courses via EIES.
The faculty members are located from New Jersey to
Vancouver, British Columbia, and the students are
similarly dispersed geographically. Each participant "goes
to class" at his or her own convenience and joins in the
discussion from home, work, or wherever there is a
computer terminal. In this sense, "school" is open 24
hours a day, and there is always something going on.
The Western Behavioral Sciences Institute in La Jolla ,
California is al so conducting classes via EIES . Their
program is fo r top-level executives in the private, public,
and volunteer sectors. Its purpose is to teach participants
how to be leaders in thi s time of uncertainty and transition.
Their School of Management and Strategic Stud ies
includes faculty and students from Victoria, British

Columbia to Caracas, Venezuela.
.
There are several reasons for conducting this school for
executives via EIES. First, other programs of this type
usually take participants out of their positions for a period
of time. When they go back, they often have trouble fitting
into their organizations once again. In contrast, participants in the WBSI School attend two week-long seminars a
year in La Jolla and then go back to their regular positions,
continuing their course work on line. For busy executives,
the asynchronous feature of communication via computer
is also very helpful, since they can work whenever they
have the time, rather than on someone else's schedule.
Some participants have even taken portable terminals on
business trips so they can go to school from their hotel
rooms, much as we use a portable computer to stay
plugged in while we travel to meetings like this . The
network is available everywhere.
Second, at the end of the course, the participants keep
their computer equipment and can continue to network
and exchange with each other if they like. After two years
on line, they will have enough experience with electronic
information exchange to continue using it for personal and
professional growth through informal networking as well
as consider how such electronic communications tools can
be used in their own organizations.

Finding the Right Computer Tools
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\\c haw di sc ussed so me of the aspects of networking
application, of computers for assembling. organizing. and
(,\,'hanging info rm atio n and for communication and
educatio n. While there is tremendous promise in using
,'om puter too ls for these kinds of applications, there are
aho some barriers and so me questions to consider.
:\ ot all co mruter s are created equal. The machines
the mselves - the hardware - come in various sizes,
pn,·es. and with more and less power. The programs which
tell the comp uter what to do - the software - can be
' Imple to co mplex . While some of the newer software is
"use r frie ndly" and easier to use, a lot of it has been
designed for specific and limited applications by programmer s wh o tend to think in computerese rather than
English.
There is another significant barrier. Computers and
program s are not standardized. You can't use all program s
on all co mputers, and the magnetic disks on which
prog ram s and data are stored are not compatible between
com puters. This is somewhat like stereo equipment
operating at non-standard speeds and the records them-

selves coming in varying sizes with grooves of different
width s.
For example, we have three computers in our electronic
office . They are different brands . Two have compatible
software, but we cannot use disks from one in the other.
The remedy is to have telecommunications software for all
three machines so that we can exchange information
between them via phone lines, thus creating a local
computer network of our machines.
It is important to understand this barrier as you move
into considering microcomputer applications for community education. After you decide what you want to do, find
the necessary computer programs for the application and
onl y then get a microcomputer. If you get the machine
first, it may not operate with the right software for the job.
In addition, if your application involves any kind of
information sharing, be sure to get telecommunications
software so that you can send your information to another
computer over phone lines and so others can call up your
computer to enter and retrieve information.
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Using Electronic Communication Tools

Even more important than finding the right software for
the application is considering the application itself in some
detail. As we mentioned earlier, we believe that these
networking applications of computers will playa major
part in the evolution of society's electronic nervous system
made up of computers, communications satellites, television , radio, and telecommunications networks . This
information and com municati o ns network will carry the
products of the Information Age, linking us all together in
ne w and as yet unimagined ways .
But unlik e the highway system that links us physically,
there are some special feature s of t he electronic systems
that will linK us conceptuall y. First, aside from the wires,
chips. and transi sters. these syst em s can be programmed
and reprogra mmed as appropriate . Once constructed , a
bridge is very di fficult to cha nge. A computer-based
communications syst em, in contrast. can be reprogrammed
to struct ure the information an d communication flows to
fit th e need s of its user s. Murray Turogg , designer of
E IES. is fond of sa ying th a t it is just as easy to program
dict a to rshi r a s a democracy in the electronic medium. The
questions are who can co mmunicate with whom and who
has
tLl \\ hat information?
A group of pcople can be forced to communicate only
\\ ith a central authoritv a nd not each other by program ming the comrutcr t(") enforce
rules. Or the co mputer
be r ropam m ed tn mediate con versa tions between
pcor le. 113\1 i, nrcrlmenting with a program ca lled
Epistle \, hich
ICllers and memos into proper
,emence, fnr bU\lne\\ ,·o mmunication. Im agi ne having all
yo ur communicatioll\ \\ ith othe rs ed it ed into "good
Engli'h." Ttm might be a good way to improve
communication b, helping people express themselves more
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clearly. Or , it might create communications problems if the
text is edited in ways that subtly change the intended
meaning. It all depends on how the editor is programmed.
Second, information itself is a special kind of resource .
It cannot be depleted . Unlike cement, it does not crumble.
It is not part of the natural biosystem . Its value depends on
individual need, not the cost of its material form. And it
seems to generate more of itself.
For community applications, consider how to make
information available to the public in a way that is easy to
find and understand . Consider how to get the right piece of
information to the right person at the right time, without
information overload . Consider what kinds of communications needs you have, in addition to organIZIng
information and making it available. Also consider matters
of privacy and security.
Several years ago we coined the term "groupware" to
refer to the combination of consciously chosen group
processes and procedures and the software to support
those procedures . Groupware suggests the programmable
nature of group work via computer, including various
kinds of information exchange. Groupware forms can be
si mple or complex, open or restrictive, divergent or
convergent. all depending on the needs of the application.
Grour .... are begins with the group of people interacting
toge ther and their needs and then adds the appropriate
comruter tool s to meet those needs.
What kind s of groupware forms are most appropriate
for co mmunit y use and community education?
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Creating Our Electronic Future

There are now about five million personal computers in the
Un ited States, with "sales cli mbing . Over half of those were
brought in 1982. It is estimated that there may be 80
milli o n perso nal computers in use b y the end of the
ce ntu ry. In addition. there are increasing numbers of
computer <; ystems for office automation, computer-based
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commu ni cation, telecommunications, public-access information , electronic funds transfer, and so on. The
electroni c networks are rapidl y being put into place, even
as our highways and bridges are in dire need of repair.
As we approach 1984, we must be mindful of Orwell 'S
reminder of what can happen when . information and
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communications tools rest in the hands of a totalitarian
regime. Big Brother gets his power from having centralized
information and control over people and their communication. Even now, there are questions about bureaucratic
uses of computerized information. Should social security
records be used to find young men who have failed to
register with the Selective Service? Should an insurance
company have access to your computerized medical
history? What about unauthorized use? What about errors
you can't correct? Sweden has stringent laws protecting
individuals' rights to privacy with regard to computerized
information about them and who can access it. There are
no similar regulations here.
But John Naisbitt reminds us that trends are generated
from the bottom up. We can help create a positive
electronic future by using microcomputers for decentralized networking, for community building, for cooperative information exchange, for communication, for education. We can overcome our fear of the technology and
learn to apply it well. Since microcomputers are small,
relatively inexpensive machines, they can be locally owned
and controlled. Using the telephone system, they can also
be linked together as appropriate for information exchange. Short of outlawing the use and possession of
personal computers or tapping the telephone network,
there is no way to control and centralize the use of these
tools . May they proliferate and be used well.
You can join the ranks of those using computer tools in
the Information Age . First, find an opportunity to learn
more about how microcomputers work, how they can be
used, and what you need to do to get them to do what you
want. Like anything new , computers may seem unfamiliar

and even scary at first. But you can learn to use them in a
remarkably short period of time and you'll soon be'
thinking more about what you want to do than worrying
about making mistakes. Gain competence in using
computers. If you are technically inclined, there are many
levels you can explore, from hardware repair to very
technical programming. But you don't have to be a
programmer to use computers in effective and even
ways.
Then find ways to use microcomputers for educating
and informing the community. There are many possibilities to explore beyond computer-assisted instruction and
even computerized bulletin board systems. Computers are
wonderful tools for assembling, organizing, and exchanging information, and they can also be used for communication, discussion, and the development of community that
naturally follows from that.
Although the transition to the Information Age began
several decades ago, it is only very recently that its dawn
has been generally noticed and accepted. The shift to a
world in which information is the strategic resource rather
than capital, in which the name of the game is interacting
with people, in which we are all linked together in a vast
conceptual network, is a shift which demands new ways of
organizing and governing ourselves . Because of the
programmable nature of computer-based systems, this is a
new , and perhaps unlimited frontier. The possibilities are
many. The limitations are few . Microcomputers are an
important tool in this new age . It remains to be seen
whether we can learn to use them in compassionate, .
empowering, and truly educating ways to develop and
sustain community .
0
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Vision of a
Neighborhood Office
in 1985
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by Peter and Trudy lohnson-Lenz
Jani ce Robertson felt the mugginess already, even at 9 am,
and wished the
hea t wave would pass. As she
watered the plant s and drew water for her "solar" tea pot
in the Neighbors Together office, a discouraged looking
woman walked in . "Hello, can I help you?" asked Janice.

"Buenas dias," responded the woman, "Habla usted
espanol? "
"Si," said Janice, who then invited the woman to sit
down and explain her problem. The woman was new to the
area and was having terrible difficulty finding housing for
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herself and her three young children. She also needed a
jop. After a long conversation about the woman's needs,
talents, and resources, Janice asked her to relax for a few
moments while she checked her housing and employment
files.
. Janice walked over the the microcomputer in the corner
and put in the community information disk. After a quick
search, she found five apartments which seemed suitable,
including one offered by a Hispanic landlady just
yesterday. She also consulted the employment file and
found three possibilities. As these were printing out, she
asked the woman about her preferences for food and
neighborhood services so she could enter keywords into the
electronic welcome wagon program. Soon the computer
printed out a series of ads and coupons for local shops
where Spanish was spoken. The woman was confused
about the machine clattering in the background, but after
Janice showed her the results and explained them, she
smiled broadly and said several times, "Muchas gracias,
muchas gracias!" As the woman left , she seemed to walk
taller and step more lightly.
Janice smiled to herself. The microcomputer really was
the "superorganizer" as the staff jokingly called it. By
keeping the neighborhood office files and handling routine
work like mailing lists , newsletters, reports, letters ,
meeting minutes, lists of volunteers, and more, it freed up
time for Janice and other staff members to get out into the
community or be in the office to work with people and
their problems, rather than paperwork. Later on that
afternoon, some folks from the Clinton neighborhood
would be coming over to enter and print out their
newsletter, as well as a current mailing list. And to think
that people used to have parties to hand address
newsletters! Now they can get togethr for other reasons.
Although a few neighborhoods used small computers as
earlys as 1976, it would have seemed strange to rely on a
mi croco mputer in a neighborhood office five years ago, in
1980. Noy, it was a necessary tool.
The microcomputer was also essential for the skill banks
and the ba rter exchanges which developed during the
1981-1982 mini-depression . Even now with a healthier
eco nomic climate. neighbors continue to barter and trade
skills. services, information, and goods. Energy audits
with compute r suppo rt were more popular in the early '80s
before mandatory weatherization took effect, but even
noy, the co mputer helps analyze potential energy loss from
ho me s on request, usu ally when homes are bought and
sold . And the 1985 interim census data for neighborhoods
is going to be formatted for neighborhood "micros" in
compliance with the Neighborhood Act of 1984 which will
be of tremendous help to Neighbors Together in preparing
their yearly plans and budgets .
By now. several oth er staff members had arrived in the
offi ce a nd t he usual bustle began picking up, with phones
ring ing and people going in and out. Janice took this
opport unit y to use the microcomputer to call up the city
teleconfere ncing system and join in the ongoing neighborhood coalition meeting . Since she checked last, there were
new com ment s and responses entered on the city-wide
Office of Neighborhoods budget, the topic on neighbor-
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hood balloting and the cable TV system, minutes from
yesterday's Planning Commission hearings, and discussions of how to spend funds from tax revenues returned to
the neighborhoods. As she studied the new material and
began thinking about her responses, Janice remembered all
the time she used to spend going to meetings. Now she
could participate in many more electronic meetings and
task group activities from the office at times of her own
choosing and meet with others in person only when it was
important for social reasons or to resolve difficult
interpersonal problems.
But before she could get to entering her thoughts and
ideas into the teleconferencing system on these matters,
Janice needed to do some work on the joint proposal she
and a friend from the Community Coalition were writing
for a pilot project involving day care centers in city
government offices for employees ' children. As usual, the
government was lagging behind the private sector where
this had been done on a broad scale for several years.
Again, Janice used the microcomputer and city teleconferencing system to enter her draft section on implementation objectives and timeline . Her material would be waiting
for her Community Coalition friend to read whenever it
was convenient. After they finished their drafts and did
some text editing to correct spelling and format the budget
and other tables, they would print out the proposal read y
for duplication. How nice to have the machine to print out
the final draft with no massive retyping!
Janice still had some time before meeting some other
staff members for a late lunch and their daily afternoon
walk around the neighborhood . She used the "micro" to
connect to the national Neighborhood Information Sharing Exchange (N ISE) to see what experiences other
co mmunit y organizations had had with in-house day care.
Looking through the NISE database , which was est ablished in 1981, she found no information about day care
centers in government offices , so she raised an inqu iry in
the community inquiry-response network. After stating her
question brien y in five lines. she al so co mposed a page of
background information to expand the question . She
knew that the brief question would be sent to the hundreds
of community-based groups in the network and only those
with interest in the topic or information to share would get
the background material. She would check again in several
days to see what responses had been entered to her
question. Sharing problems and solutions like thi s between
commu niti es on a regional and national basis started in
1979 with a small project connecting rapid growt h
communities. As inquiries are answered, all the responses
are shared with all those interested. After sharing
information among people in thi s way, it is then condensed
and entered into the NISE database.
Janice logged off the system and turned off the machine
She had had a very productive morning, thanks to the
electroni c "superorganizer." Time for lunch . It was still
hot and muggy, and she would be glad to see the later
afternoon thunderstorms that were forecast. She walked
out the door with the other staff members and they began
sharing their mornings' experiences .

A Letter from Israel
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Dear Friends,
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I hope that the formality of a printed letter does not color
your ability to read it. "A Letter from Israel" is intended
to be both personal and as far reaching as possible. I will
publish it as long and as often as I have something worth
printing, and the money is available. I hope to reach as
many people as possible, thus, some of the articles that
appear may be suitable for reprinting or adaptation. Feel
free to quote, use, or mangle my words, but please try to be
true to the truth, as I too have attempted.
From time to time the Letter will contain articles by
others; if you are interested in contributing, please let me
know; also, if your have suggestions, please forward them .
For those of you not familiar with me or my work, I
have for the past four years lived in Washington, D.C.,
working with the Community for Creative Nonviolence.
CCNY is a dedicated group of full-time "volunteers" (if
you can call people who forgo more than the essentials in
life "volunteers") who struggle to offer simple services to
the street people and the homeless that abound on the
streets of America's Capitol. At the same time, CCNY
pushes, confronts, and plainly tells the truth to all, willing
to listen or not, through a variety of creative vehicles.
I left there to come work in Israel knowing that the need
here was great for strong, nonviolent voices and spirits .
Lpon arriving here, I do find a vacuum waiting to be filled .
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I'm now into · the third month of an open-ended stay at
Neve Shalom; the following is a report of my first
impressions.
Neve Shalom (that's "Oasis of Peace") is a jointplanned cooperative Arabi Jewish settlement in Israel, the
only one of its kind in this country, and probably in the
world. On a slightly dusty hilltop, midway between
Jerusalem and Tel-Aviv (on "no man's land" the Green
Line of pre-l 967 Israel) on land owned by a sympathetic
monastery, the settlement blossoms, the fruits of hard
work and little money.
About 35 Jews, Muslims, and Christians have settled
here, some from other countries, but by and large the
majority are born and bred in Israel. Living in houses and
pre-fabs, they are "roughing it", with the dream of
building an example of peaceful co-existence. Mostly
young families and singles, the children are taken care of in
the settlement nursery, staffed by Aishe, who speaks to
them in her mother-tongue, Arabic; thus the children start
their lives on a bi-lingual footing. The settlement struggles
for an independent future, free from the current dependence on contributions and the restrictions of a tight
budget. Until that day comes, the sheep, bees, olive trees,
and maintaining the settlement provides work for the
volunteers and a few members; others work or study
outside, and the remainder work on the other half of the
dream - to provide an opportunity to youngsters (mainly)
and oldsters alike to meet the "other" nation, be it Jewish
or Arab. Thus the classrooms and youth hostel of Neve
Shalom serve as a neutral environment away from the
pressures and borders that reinforce the stereotypes that
are so much a part of Israeli society.
The children (who make up most of the "camps") come
for four days - a different set of Arab and Jewish classes
each week. Classes come from villages and settlements in
close proximity to each other, giving the children the
possibility to build further ventures and meetings once they
return home .
The staff begins each camp with the simple: names, ages,
likes and dislikes are compared, and common ground is
found. "New Games" (non-competitive games) exercises,
art, etc., are utilized creatively, breaking down the walls
that separate the two cultures . Next comes the more
complex - as the last day of the camp approaches, and the
children are ready to broach the more difficult subjects of
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political views and societal stereotypes, ready to begin to
overcome some of the "emotional baggage" that makes
these discussions so difficult. Many a participant has said,
'I would rather go to the beach and not deal with the
problems of my country, but I think it is important and
worthwhile to come to Neve Shalom even if it isn't the
easiest thing in the world.' Such it is that throughout the
year 1500-2000 participants pass through Neve Shalom
School of Peace, taking with them something to think
about and to work on.
This year a resident staff for the School of Peace came
into being; with a wide variety of experiences and
knowledge, they are able to offer programs for all age
groups and backgrounds, even designing workshops for
visiting groups from Germany and the States. The results
of the hard work of such an underpaid staff is clearly
evident in the faces of the children.
Such an "experiment" as Neve Shalom clearly is, does
not come into being without vision or even just hard
work ... problems and conflicts come into account and
must be overcome ... this too is part of the journey. The
generator that runs constantly noisily reminds us that there
is not the money, help, or "proteciza" (protection) to
bring electricit y from the National Power Grid. The
periodic water shortages, the lack of bus service, and a
million other things from no bank loans to having only one
vehicle and tractor for settlement use, places a little
extra pressure on everyone, pressure that wouldn't be there
if Neve Shalom was a "recognized settlement." Besides
physical plant problems, you might expect that Neve
Shalom' s societal problems would arise out of the meeting
of two cultures, but by and large the problems arise mort::
out of the fact that Neve Shalom is an experiment in close
community, and strives to set an example for the country
(and the world). Anytime yo u throw 35 people in a
"pressure-c ooker" of struggle, you are bound to have a
little steam.
For th ose at Neve Shalom, the rewards are somewhat
less tangible. They are not an increase in pay, or other
material advantage; sometimes a smile after a child has
broken through the silence of ignorance and distance is
enough . The participants that come back again and again,
the growing circle of members, supporters, and friends, are
the "return" on the investment of hope and sweat. The
programs are in ever increasi ng demand and the number of
persons using techniques in Arab-Jewish relations, first
encountered at Neve Shalom, almost doubles each year.
Thus through the ups and downs, the lean times and the
less lean times, the members of Neve Shalom know that all
these "growing pains" of problems and pressures are a
part of "getting there." Where "there" is, is still a
question, but after 5 or 6 years of existence, they know that
they are not "there" yet, but they also know that they are
on the right path; the path to Peace.
I would like to close this "Letter" with a few comments
and reflection s.

Understanding Hebrew has made it possible for me to
sit, listen, and absorb; this is the most important role I can
play here for the next few months. What I've experienced
and worked on elsewhere affecting problems and prejudices mayor may not work here. Plugging into other
"projects" will follow this period.
Not knowing Arabic continues to bother me, and I've
already started lessons with friends in Neve Shalom.
Knowing Arabic is not a necessity - most everybody
knows Hebrew or even English - it essentially is a sign of
respect to at least try and learn the language.
Lastly, Israel has ·long been a heavily militarized state,
but it is still a shock to hear stories of abuse by the police or
army, especially to the Arabs. Abuse unfortunately is
inherent in the basing of strength and security on force.
Probably, the States are just as militarized - its just quite
open here with soldiers "everywhere."
The current investigation into the massacre of Palestinian refugees in Beirut seems to be through, and may lead
to Begin and Sharon's ouster. Most people here have little
confidence that a change in leadership or ruling party
would make a difference, considering who is available and
what they might do .
Possible future "Letters" in the works include a look at
" Peace" groups in Israel, and other organizations that
work with Arabi Jewish relations . Again, do send your
comments and suggestions, questions or answers ... also
contributions are welcomed to keep this" Letter" coming.
Peace,
Todd S. Kaplan
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PROJECT WARM
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by David Ross Stevens
Da\'id Ross Stevens, 48, is co-director of
Urban Shelter Associates and Proj ect
WARM. Formerly energy / environment
. . 'fIl er Jor the Louisville Courier-Journal, he
has wrillen a book on The Solar Electric
Home and writes a syndicated column on
alternative energies. He was formerly
director of th e Jefferson County (KY)
Energy Conservation Office. He also
designed and built his own solar home.

Norman Jones is 72 years old. He reclines on a day couch most of his
waking hours because his ailments prevent him from
Stationed
by a window, he can observe the activity in his westend Louisville (KY)
neighborhood or he can read by the sunlight.
However, as his wife pointed out, the draft from the window last
winter was nearly enough to do him in. Now there is no air coming in
and he really loves it by the window.
Not far away on Lytle Street is Leona Jarvis . She had the windows
and doors of her house weatherstripped up last winter. .. I could tell the
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difference. I didn't have to turn on the electric heater in the
bathroom at all."
Hanna Drake, not elderly like the Joneses and Mrs.
Jarvis, is crippled with arthritis. "It has been so much
better than last year. My gas bill would have been way up if
Project WARM hadn't been here."
Project WARM? Another government agency handing
out freebies to the poor? Not at all.
Project WARM is the brainstorm of a handful of
Louisville people who would not object if you called them
"energy nuts." For years they have followed the energy
scene both globally and on the local level. Their collective
conclusion is that energy conservation and the encouragement of alternative energies can bring some sanity to a vital
segment of everyday living - shelter and warmth.
Forming a non-profit organization called Urban Shelter
Associates, Inc., they solicited money from both private
and governmental sources, and established a free weatherstripping service for the elderly poor and the handicapped
in Jefferson County (Louisville, KY).
The results? In 14 months Project WARM has trained
800 volunteers from all walks of life, who in turn buttoned
up 1,300 homes. Each house has reduced energy consumption from 1O"l0 to 30% and all of them are considered
by their occupants to be more comfortable. Other benefits
have included lowered heating bills, and the volunteers
received free training and free materials to weatherstrip
their own homes.
Knowledgeable energy conservationists consider the
Louisville program one of the best local energy conservation programs in the country.
Director James P. Walsh said that the success of the
program involves several key elements:
a) A plan . Steps were outlined on how to raise money,
attract volunteers and to get the materials to the needy in a
cost-effective way.
b) A cooperative utility . The Louisville Gas & Electric
Co. pledged to pay for all $50,000 worth of materials
besides providing one of its officials to serve as a board
member.
c) Low overhead . Training classrooms have been held at
60 different places (schools, churches, Lions Clubs,
government offices) and the coordinating office is
operated out of the director's home .
To understand how a Project WARM could work in
another city, one should learn the history of the Louisville
group and how its program has evolved . Some of its story
would be appl icable in other cities, some might not.
Directo r Walsh trained as a professional energy auditor
and is a graduate of an owner/ builder school. His ideas for
a Louisville owner/ builder school caught the attention of a
young architect interested in alternative energies. A bank
employee with energy interests and a director of a
non -profit credit agency were attracted to the ad hoc group
and then an energy/ environment writer joined them .
The group held several long sessions to plan their
project. They discovered that in Louisville there was more
need for home energy aid to the elderly and handicapped
than for a self-help house-building school. The credit
agency director, James Davis , told of hundreds of cases of
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people who could not pay their utility bills . Even if federal
money were used to help pay their' heating bills, that kind
of aid was essentially only a stopgap solution because the
houses - as energy disasters - would continue to waste
valuable heat.
The need to tighten up houses became as apparent as the
need to help pay bills.
After three months of brainstorming, the ad hoc group
wrote a charter, voted on bylaws, established a board and
elected officers . The strategy was to get at least $5,000 to
$10,000 in hand to carry the project from January 1
through March of the first heating
The quickest
money source appeared to be Community Development
funds in both the county and city governments.
The Urban Shelter staff at this time was Director Walsh
and Co-Director David Ross Stevens , the energy writer.
This pair and the board members lobbied the city aldermen
and the elected county officials 'a nd somehow squeezed
$5,000 from a County/ City Community Development
program . With this leverage, Walsh and Stevens approached the Kentucky Department of Human Resources,
which handles weatherization funds, and the local utility.
State organizations normally move more slowly than local
governments and thi s proved to be the case for Project
WARM . State/ federal weatherization money finally did
find its way to the Loui svi lle group , but much later than
local money.
More quickly, Louisville Gas & Electric decided to pay
all the bills for materials, up to $50,000 for two years. The
utility made the decision for three reasons. One, as part of
a rate agreement with the state Public Service Commission,
the utilit y had promised to spend a heft y sum of money on
energy conservation. Project WARM fit right in with this
pledge. Actually, this minor emphasis on energy conservais mandated by a 1978 federal law . Second, the utility
had found that rising fuel rate s had rai sed the number of
delinquent bills to ab o ut 26,000 per month . Project
WARM' s recipient s wo uld
their bills lowered,
allowing them to pay more easily . Third, a program with
the characteristics of Project WARM is the best kind of
public relation s, In fact. durin g recent rate hearings the
only positi ve so und from the public towa rd the utilit y was
directed at Project WARM .
A few local foundations were al so approached for
money. And the y responded . The mi x is approximately
60% from the pri vat e sector and 40!170 from public funds.
When the first training sessio n was held - in a
Presbyt erian church meeting roo m - no money was yet in
hand but the media announced it and covered it. The onset
of winter prompted several televi sion stations to broadcast
Project WARM's phone number .
Here 's how it work s: A potential recipient calls for help
at the ' Project WARM office . Within a few days a staff
member is at the recipient' s hou se with a form that
determines hi s or her eligibility . Thi s form also satisfies
state requirements . More important , from a weather- stripping standpoint, the initial inspection produced a
walk-through audit and a floorplan energy diagnosis . It
points out to subsequent weatherstrippers where to
weatherstrip and lists the type of materials to be used .
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When a volunteer calls to enroll, they are
about
upcoming training sessions. In the mid-winter season these
two-hour sessions are held three times a week at various
sites around the county. Originally, they were held only
two or three times per month, but that was before the
program expanded.
After the classroom session, the volunteer is instructed
on a recipient's house along with four or five other new
volunteers. After the three-hour hands-on segment, the
volunteer is ready to do three more houses with other
volunteers, but without a Project WARM instructor. At
this stage they are eligible to receive free weatherstripping
material for their own homes.
Many of the volunteers originally inquired about
receiving energy aid . When they found they did not qualify
as recipients, they volunteered their labor so they could
learn weatherstripping skills and do their own homes.
Volunteers range from 15 years of age to 80. Four of
them are 72 and over and quite agile and skillful. Half of
the volunteers are women , many of whom begin with
virtually no skills with handtools. Approximately half of
the volunteers are black.
The volunteers learn at evening classes and practice at
their fir st house whenever they are available. Project
WARM provides all of the materials and a free caulking
gun . Each volunteer brings their own household tools,
which con si st o f a hammer, Phillips screwdriver , regular
scre wdri ver, scissors, tape measure , tinsnips and putty
knife .
Man y volunteers are amazed at the relationship between
hou sehold energy consumpt ion and the importance of
plugging up 1/ 16 inch cracks . Most people don't realize
that about half of the heat loss in a house occurs through a
thou sand crack s. While expensive insulation stops heat loss
th rough solid wall s. roofs and glass, only $50 worth of
weatherstripping can halt much heat loss through air
movement .
The P roj ect \V AR M staff has a varied energy background . Director Wal sh is an energy auditor and roofer/
buil de r; Stevens is an energy writer and planner/ builder of
his own so lar house ; Diane Fort is a recent college graduate
"' ith a B.S. in Building Construction ; and Al Spotts is a
mi nis ter with a long background in home rehabilitation.
This staff shifts gear s during warmer months to instruct in
their new ow ner/ builder schoo l. Project Build, which is
expected to be sel f-supp o rt ing a fter its first year .
Ene rgy knowledge and housing skills may be the most
importa nt "tools" needed to establish a program such as
Project WARM . but just as vital are the delicate
management o f volunteers, media liaison and fund raising
<kills .
Weatherstripping seems to offend no one. Government
"'eathe ri zation program s generally deal with the expensive
It ems such as sto rm windo ws and insulation, while Project
WA RM
o nl y on weatherstripping.
Above all , is the crying need by people like the Joneses,
\1r ,. Jarvis and H a nna Drake who are on fixed incomes.
Their si ngle largest outlay of money is paying for their
energy co nsumpti on.
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by Nancy W. Riffer

Creating a Center
for Holistic Living

Gerry Edwards, a yoga teacher and counselor, and Mark J.
(Jim) Sicherman, a pediatrician, shared a dream of
offering holistic health services in Syracuse, New York.
They envisioned a center which would help people become
more responsible for their own health and well being.
Through counseling and education, it would empower
people to make the choices that would allow them to live
vital and satisfying lives. This is t he story of how they
shaped that dream into the reality which is now called the
Center fo r Holistic Living.
The Center for Holistic Living is noteworthy because of
the congruence between the values taught at the Center and
how the staff and volunteers embody those values.
Consider the organizations that lack this kind of congruence: the school which uses lectures to teach its students
the importance of student participation, the church which
invests in exploitative corporations, the hospital which
cannot accommodate the diet of someone who has chosen
to eat natural foods. The Center is distinctive because it
does practice what it preaches. Clients are taught to take
responsibility for their health; staff and volunteers take
responsibility for the health of the Center. Clients are
encouraged to make choices that lead to vital and
satisfying lives; staff and volunteers use the Center to add
to the vitality and satisfactio n in their lives. Clients learn to
use their innate power; staff a nd vo lunteers use theirs to
create the Center. The consistency between the expectations for clients and those for staff and volunteers makes
the Center a congruent organization .
I became involved in 1978 when my former yoga teacher,
Gerry Edwards, told me, "We're having a meeting of
people who might be interested in starting a center for
holistic health In Syracuse and I'd reall y like you to come."
I protested that holi stic health wasn't really an interest of
mine . Gerry replied, "Well , there may be a ro le for you. I
hope you'll come."
The first meeting .... as made up of about thirty of Gerry
and Jim' s fr iends and acquaintances . Doctors, nurses ,
social workers, psychologists, meditation teachers, a
dieti Cian, a muscle equipment salesma n, and a bookstore
owner shared why they were interested in holistic health .
The group has tremendous energy and good listening skills
a process for channeling their combined
but they
ell el
1:01.' 1. ,,/1 tealhmg group meet in g fac il ilatiun skills
from a pamphlet by Muvement for a Ne .... Society entitled:
Ateeflng FUCI/lfation : the No Magic Method . I taught them
to de\ elop a public agenda, share leadership, and decide by
consensus When this task was completed , I turned to
other com:nitmenb .
Thi , SPI
CLtI h .JU '> to learn how the project had
developed i talknl lv ttlvse whJ had been involved . I
found that the Center had been through fo ur types of
struct ural organization.

Nan (, · 11 R .' 'i- , ' • .J su c:il.1/ psychu/ogi:; 1 who works as a
con:;ullunt 1. 1 S UlIU/ in "enlluns.
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Types of Structural Organization
A Network. The original meetings, which Jim and Gerry
initiated, enabled people interested in holistic health to
form a network. People who had been working alone or
with one friend in state bureaucracies, local hospitals, or
private practice, saw that there were many others with
similar concerns. Many contacts made at those first
meetings developed into working relationships, referrals,
and personal support.
Associations. People came and went. Those who felt part
of the growing consensus stayed. The group decided to
form the .Wholistic Health Association of Syracues
(WHSA) to offer educational programs on holistic health
in the fall of 1979. WHAS sponsored courses and
workshops on such topics as nutrition, yoga, stress
management, how to deal with the health care system,
women's health care issues, and Eastern health techniques.
When WHAS decided to stop offering courses and
become a study group on holistic health, those who wanted
to offer clinical services decided to form a new group.
Gerry and Jim were the nucleus of this group and they had
support from others. In January of 1980 they rented space
in a midtown building and began seeing clients. Jim
trained Gerry to be a health guide, i.e., to help clients
complete a health-related self-assessment, identify their
problem areas. and adapt community resources to sol ve
them . Gerry worked with clients to help them plan a more
health-indu ci ng lifestyle . Jim, employed by the state,
began to build a private practice. They wanted physicians
to refer clients to the Center so they designed their services
to be compatible with western medicine.
The network spawned other activities . Two people
founded a co mmunity education center based on macrobiotics. The bookstore owner began stocking more books
on holi sti c health . A psychologist set up private practice
and \harcd hi, office with other holisti c practitioners .
Holiq i.: health became a vis ible entit y in Syracuse.
A Sot-for-Profit Corporation. Gerry and Jim. both
\.\ orking part-time . aspired to provide more services . They
could not hire more people because the Center was not
pro \ idmg an income . So they organized an ad hoc

committee made of members of the network and health
systems professionals. The committee assisted with fundraising and took on the task of incorporating the Center.
Incorporation would make the Center eligible for grants
from funding sources, make contibutions tax deductible,
and make the employees eligible for insurance. The group
was unfamiliar with cooperatives as an alternative form of
organization . One member of the ad hoc committee used
his expertise to complete the required papers and The
Center for Holistic Living became a not-for-profit
corporation.
Gerry was an employee of the Center and Jim was not.
He preferred to maintain his private practice, collect his
own fees, and rent space from the Center. He did continue
to supervise the health guide(s).
During this period, JoAnne Cocciole, a registered nurse,
began to volunteer at the Center. She did mailings and
answered the phone. Jim invited her to become a health
guide, and she accepted his offer. After being trained by
Jim, she built up the number of clients she was seeing. She
quit her job and accepted employment at the Center even
though pay was much more tentative. She took responsibilit y for many of the administrative details of running the
Center . The Center had now become the actualization of
the " dream" of GerrY, ' Jim and JoAnne.

An Independent Board. The health guides maintained
control of policy decisions by serving on the Board of
Directors. After two years of taking this responsibility,
they decided that they could be more effective if they
concentrated their energies on the delivery of services to
clients . The Center is in the midst of making a transition to
a fourth form of organization in which the Board will
function as a semi-autonomous unit. Gerry and JoAnne
want to retain control of how day to day services are
provided. but they also want the Board to help them make
policy deci sions and to take responsibility for fiscal
matters , public relations and community liaison. They
wan t to go from a two-person operation to a more
differentiated structure.

IGuiding Principles I
The struct ural forms of the Center have developed out of
the inter ac tions of the people involved . Those people have
been guided by their understanding of people and
organizatio ns.
of Talent. The Center has elicited the best skills
of it s supporte rs. Individual s have been able to identify a
need and apply their ski ll s to it. One contributed the
writing of the co nstitution, another the conceptualization
of the new Boa rd , a third her knowledge of accounting,
insurance a nd fundraising.
Confidence in Serendipity. Volunteers and staff had an
expectation of success which led to an appreciation of what

each had to contribute. Even bad fortune was seen as
providing an opportunity for growth . For example,
JoAnne remarked that she was really glad that the Center
had not gotten a large grant at an early date; if it had, she
would have become the executive director without learning
how to be a health guide .

Clarifying Images. At every stage of the Center's evolution
the people involved have held an idealistic image of how
they would like the Center to be. The clarity of Jim and
Gerr y' s initial vision led them to open a health-guide
service when others around them had different interests.
JoAnne' s ideas of what she wanted to see in health care led
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her to make a wholehearted commitment to the Center.
Gerry's vision of an independent Board is guiding the
development of new training for board Board members.

Operating by Consensus. Since the beginning decisions
have been made by consensus. Participants in early
meetings learned to assume that common ground could be
found, to listen for points of agreement, and to share the
ri sks of taking action . JoAnne and Gerry operated the
Center by consensus and new training for the Board
includes consensus building .

loA nne Cocciofe

Initiating Action. Major changes have taken place at the
Cente r when someone has taken on a project and carried it
through . Such a person has structured the points of choice.
hut a ll participant s have had to agree on the decision . For
example, all staff were dissatisfied with the basement
lo cation of the Center . Jim investigated alternative
locati ons and presented them to the others; problems were
identified until the staff and the Board unanimously agreed
on the present offi ces. JoAnne thought a newsletter was
es sential to the vi sibility and legitimacy of the Center. She
too k the lead and other staff concurred in her decisions.
Ge rry led the development of the new role for the Board.
These actions have resulted from the initiative of one
person and the consensus of the group.
Accepting Support. The Center has drawn on temporary
and long term support . Some participants in the networking meetings came and went , others remained involved.
O ne perso n has served on the Board since its beginning,
i ot hers have served for a year or two . Participants in the
Cen ter have not lost energy wondering why people have
moved on or wh y their interests have diverged from those
of t he Center. Each contribution has been accepted as a
gift.
The process by which the Center for Holistic Living has
deve loped is holistic : it draws on the strengths of
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Jim Sicherman

individuals, it puts power in the hands of its parti cipa nts, it
makes dreams a reality. and it builds trust - in ea ch other
and in a guiding spirit or evolutionary process.
-

Last summer, Twin Oaks started developing a slide
presentation using interviews with Federation membersfor
the narration. This article tries to turn a notebookfull of
interviews into a coherent image of life in Federation
communities.
The Federation of Egalitarian Communities is a group
of communities spread across North America. All
Federation communities have some features in common,
including land, labor and income sharing, non-violence,
participatory governments, and members' responsibility
toward each other. A t present, the communities range in
size from 8 to 70 members. Looking into the Federation's
brochure, some other statements stand out: "We believe
that people can change in positive ways and that we can
shape our environment and our behavior so that people
can be happy. We try to employ the talents of all our
members and give everyone opportunities to learn new
skills. Our aim has been to create and expand a community
which values cooperation, sharing and equality; which is
not violent, racist, sexist or competitive; which strives to
(reat people in a kind, caring, honest andfair manner; and
which provides for the basic physical and social needs of its
members. It is important to us that members find
challenging and desireable work. Living in community

requires most of us to change our negative behaviors. We
encourage members to openly deal with problems, with as
full an expression offeeling as possible. We wish to create
an environment where interpersonal relationships will
flourish. "
These goals sound great. Who could find fault with
them? But what does it mean for a community to have
these goals? People join our communities to change their
lives. They know what they want to leave behind, and they
have hopesfor a better future. How do the communities
we've created and the lives we live measure up to our
ideals? What follows are the statements of a diverse group
of Federation community members. Represented are
members in their 20s, 30s and 40s, parents, gays, people
who've lived in community for 6 years, I year, I month,
people with professional training and experience, people
who've spent time in our country's "mental health
system".
Taylor has been a member of Twin Oaks Community since
1977. She is the manager of the indexing collective and is
active in community outreach. For more information
about the communities mentioned contact Taylor at Twin
Oaks Community, Louisa, VA 23093.

By Taylor, Twin Oaks

Reflections on
Community Living
33
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Why do people join our communities? What do they leave
behind? What are they looking for?
- Before I came here my life was typically American. I
lived in an apartment by myself and didn't feel satisfied. I
felt a sense of distance from people, even though I had
friend s. Also, I was doing counselling for drug addicts and
alcoholics. The work was rewarding, but I felt stifled by
the system I was working in. This was the worst for me, not
having the freedom to do what I knew was best, and having
to work by rules made by people who were never around
and knew very little about what I was actually doing. Here
there is nobody standing over my shoulder making rules.
Even the people who manage areas share the work with
me, we share the same fru stration s, the same good feelings.
- I was dissatisfied with working in a job that didn't have
much meaning to me . My job was teaching visually
impaired children daily living skill s. Sounds like
meaningful work but it didn ' t give me what I wanted from
life , it was too separated from my real life .

There are more people I am
interested in that I can talk to on
all levels here than anywhere else
I've ever been.

- I li\ ed in a gwur house before I ca me her e ... we
,hared the sra ce,
of the chores and o ne mea l a day .
\\ chad fe"
In common
of the ho usehold .
I "anted !(l 11\ e \\ It h rwrk I had more in co mmon with . I
ahl) \\anted
\\ith rco rle that I
I didn ' t
"ant to do
tha t I didn't emo ti ona ll y or ideo logi call y
rclatL' to .
- I'm morL' able to be mysel f here than I' ve been
an\\\herL' el\e .
the opro rt unit y to wo rk and
karn. In thL' li ttl e bit of tim e I've been he re I've learned so
many t h in g\ \\ hic h I \\ o uldn ' t have had a chance to learn
,)11 the out'iide. lik e wo rk ing in the woodsho p, a nd wo rking
in the dairy. I'd ne ve r wo rked wit h wood, I' d never worked
\\ ith machinery. I'd neve r worked with ani mals.
- I
it has bee n a fa nt asy for mos t of my life li\ ing out in t1'l e co un try and st ill having my friend s aro und
me .
- I want to lea rn to deal with iss ues wh ic h I ha ven't dealt
with on the out side, lik e endin g a rel ati onship and not
hating the person , and gett ing along wit h people . Living in
a commu nity will give me a bett er id ea of how societ y
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could be. For years now I've been seeing how the outside
society doesn't work, and I've always speculated about
how it could be different.
- The lack of agreements in my previous living situation
was very frustrating. I wanted things like communal meals,
shared responsibility for work, and an understanding that
we would communicate about the difficult things.
I didn't have control in my life, I felt like OM owned
me. Even working on an alternative job, I still felt too tied
down, didn't have enough control over what happened
with the fruits of my labor.
-

Work is a recurring theme. Many people look for more
satisfaction in their work, more feeling of control. What
do they actually find?
- I have a degree in architecture and sociology, and
carpentry is my main work. Yet if I did only carpentry, I
would get tired of it. With our systems, I do 4 days of
carpentry a week and get a chance to do other work. I
make hammocks because I like having a social way to
work . I cook because it s creative. Cooking is a high
pressure job here, but the longer I cook the more
comfortable I am with it. It gives me a feeling of
competence, being able to cook a meal for this many
people . It also feels like I am doing something for other
people . When I cook, I am right there and I see them eating
it and I get feedback right away .

- Before I came here [ only had jobs where [ was at the
bottom of the line, taking orders. Since living at Twin
Oaks [ have been manager of a few different areas . [ was
co· manager of the dairy and it was a big responsibility . [
am di scovering things about myself that [ never knew
before; [ can handle responsibility, [ can learn to do things,
e\en things like fixing fences. I've gotten stro nger, I fee l
mo re capable . Physical strength is really important to me.
I'd al\\a ys felt small before .
I used to work with kids, but when I came here I got
mt o business, something I never imagined I would do. I

-

learned a lot of business managing skills like accounting,
and dealing with customers. [ like it here
becau se [ have control over my work space . On the outside
I " o uld ha\e done thi s work just to earn money, here I feel
like I have a stake in it, and [ put more energy into it.

.Many statements about work touch on community ideals
and gil'e some indication of how we are moving toward our
goals. In particular, the following quotes speak to the wa)'s
our communities provide alternatives to our larger
society's sexism and discrimination.
-

I recently became a mother. It is special to have a child

here because [ can have her and my work . [ don't have 10
hold down three jobs to have enough money to support her
and then not have enough time to be with her. The child
care workers provide almost full time child care. They' re
on all day and all night except between dinner and bedtime,
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which is usually time parents
spend with the kids. Leah
sleeps near me, since she's
under a year old, and I can
spend as much time with her
during the day as I want to .
Or, I can leave her in the
children's house, and go off
and do something else. There
are people who enjoy being
metas (child care workers) and
being with the children, and
that's wonderful.

r
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_ The community supports
women taking on work that is
not traditionally women's
work . I do forestry and wood
work. I never would have
attempted something like that
on the outside . I was
conditioned to think I was
clumsy. and that I should
work at a desk and use my
brain .
- Women are en couraged and expected to take on
managerial work. I see m yse lf being more interested in that
kind of work as time goes on, because I become more and
more committed to living here, and therefore want to be
involved in the government, the direction we take. maybe
even the businesses .
- I'd sa y Twin Oaks deals pretty well with sexism.
altho ugh it is still present. Anybody who says we are a
non· sexist com munity isn't very observant, or
doesn't know what they're looking for. The general setup
non·sexist. People are given support for trying
non· traditional work . A lot of things we do in raising our
kids are reall y good . There are subtle ways though. in
",hi(h ou r children are still learning traditional roles, and I
thi nk that has to do with their imitation of us. They're
JOlng what we're doing. rather than what we're saying .
People don't see t hat a lot. So I think we have a ways to go.

r

- As a man in community. I'm not caught in an
npectation of what work I do. or what ways I act. I can
show affection towards children or towards men. I
an learn about a ll different levels of life, from cleaning
ho uses to working a computer.
- As a minority on the outside I always had to be aware
that I am black. or be aware that the other person is not
black. Here I don't feel like a minority. I don 't feel
separated from people and that feels good, There are
differe nces between people and myself, but I haven't run
In to anyone who is not open to closing the gap. There are
times When I am lonely, when I just want to'be around
other black people who already know a lot of the things

I've experienced , I think a lot of the work I do, like
recruitment, helps me to go past the loneliness. People are
willing to be supportive of me as a black, and their
openness to hearing what I have to say helps too.

Living in community is living with people. It is an essenthll
part of our experience. We are experimenting with living
close to other people, and being deeply involved with more
people than we are used to. It is wonderfulfor us, it is hard
and painful.
- Here I work , cry and get angry with people and I am
still here . On the outside my relationships were categorized
- there were people that I worked with, then there were
people that I lived with, then there were people I shared
intimacy with . Here I do everything with the same people.
Relationships run deeper here than on the outside, you get
to see so man y facets of each person.
- I don't make close friends easily . I know a lot of people
here well. I respect and like them, but we aren't close
friends. I feel that lack, especially when someone I arn
close to leaves the community. I am not in a relationship
and have been fairly nonsexual for a while, and I miss the
intimacy.
- Relationships in community are different. I'm not sure
why . I'm not as close with women as I like to be. I think I
had a lot of expectations and people withdrew from that. I
think if people live in such close proximity to each other
they tend to get more private.
- Lack of personal space here is a big problem. We
haven't the funds and the labor right now to build another
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There is a lot less antagonism and competition between
me and other men. I can walk in the wood!> with any
number of men here and talk about emotional things,
spend intimate time with them .
- Living with a lot of people I experience all the
fluctuations in their lives . We give up predictability in
favor of being more human and alive. I am subjected to
people's vagaries , to their ups and downs. It takes a lot of
energy to go through all that with 60-70 people.
- I love the feeling of walking down the path at 3 o'clock
in the morning and knowing that whoever I meet will be
OK . It will be the same person I have breakfast with in the
morning .
- Perhaps the most difficult part of learning to live in
community has been learning that other people's ways of
doing and being are just as valid as my own .

resid ence. We need to have m o re memb ers to have the
extra reso urces to build with , bu t if we get more people we
ha ve no place to put them . W hen I want to sit alone at
lunchtime o r breakfast , I put u p a kind of barrier and
peo pl e stay a way. The o ther ni ght there were a lot of
people here with a lot of energy. Eve was needing to retreat
a nd she was si tt ing in a n easy chair and she was just
dreaming and loo king at peo ple and no one di sturbed her
the whole time, she was a lo ne a nd she was surrounded by
55 people .

The interviews go on and on . It's hard to choose a place to
stop , hard to decide not to include so many other
statements. Yet , I'm pleased with the images I've fit into
this article. Many of us find work in our communities to be
clearly satisfying, relevant, and full of opportunity for
variety and personal growth . Relationships look like a less
advan ced f rontier. Some of us find the relationships we
want. but loneliness is still part of our reality. In this, as
well as in learning to live without competition, sexism and
racism. change doesn 't come easy. We bring our past
strengths and limitations with us, and we find there is no
magic. even here. Still. I'm pleased with the picture. We
are special. We are y oung alternati ve societies, and we're
already surprisingly close to reaching our stated reality. I
hope Ihis article gives you a glimpse of our communities. I
hope il enco urages you to come visit and see for y ourself.

=

- The first
I
here I got extre mely sick. I didn't
knew. anyone yet, so I crawled up into my little lo ft in the
visitor's space and Woody came a nd brou ght me so me tea
and Spring had made the tea a nd Susan who is a nurse
came and checked on me later.
-

T here are mo re people I am interested in that I ca n talk

to on all le\ els here than anywhe re else I 've ever been .

-

\\" e ha \ e some spacey people here a nd we have so me
I like that. In co llege, it drove me crazy to be
surrounded by peers. I heard the same conversat ion all the
time . I like the fact tha t peop le hav e di fferent id eas here .
- Since I' ve been here I've gone th ro ugh some int ense
period s of perso nal growt h . I thi nk I wo ul d have go ne
through them no matter where I was but it has been m o re
accelerated here. I had to deal with th in gs I cou ld hav e
more easily turned away fro m . especially in personal
relationships .
- I get so invo lved wit h peo ple, every time so mebody
lea\e s I still coul d cry if I thi nk a bou t it. That 's one of the
biggest problems here , yo u have to let go of a lot of people
you like.
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Most communes are NOT hippy dope scenes
or gurus exploiting innocent babies.
That's just the media trying to sell papers
to bored suburbia.
There are at least 100 communities in
Britain already - why don 't you live in one?
Someday most people will live in communes
- why are you waiting?
become part of the future
join the culture of the future
you don ' t have to live in a beds it
you don 't have to get married 'cos there 's nothing else to do
get lots of frie.nds and work for your own
leave the fosslled culture of the past
/ ./
All you have to lose are your chains (/,f. f t.. _ _ .""'- I.. ' -{' .. "stop worrying about your security
learn to make friends instead
. ."
. . .._W,-JU__ •.
So what, you make mistakes . ",
'.
. . ..
those who don't take risks don 't learn
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so what. you :re shy
so what . you re scared -.,.. -;:
who's running your
.:
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if you know i't all already ,
go back to sleep
. if you wish to grow
, I find out about community living
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_ why lock yourself in a house
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Worried about the standards of the local school?
· · a commune
Wh y no t JOin
and run your own school?
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Stop thinking about communes - join one
Stop being put off by problems - solve them
- -:t.
So what. the first one collapses - learn from it and make ---- '")
sure the next one is better I .. .
. f'
.
I
' 11 I
b t
d b f
sene 01f lor more I n or mation
e se you a ways e rappe
year
:\ Ill'r 11 J t l \t'
i\ h )\ .t'Illt'n t
you only live once
18 (;Jrth R\)aJ , Hangor, N W3!t',>, GtB.
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By Lewis Emanuel

Lewis Emantlel is a member oj Dandelion Community in
Ontario, Canada. Dandelion is an intentional community
and is one oj the 5 communities in the Federation oj
Egalitarian Communities.
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Dandelion Community is growing larger. This means a
great deal to the people who live here. Dandelion is our
work, our social life and our home. It is the context within
which we live our days. The community supports each of
us, in that it provides us with security and a well-lit stage
on which to step forth and act. Yet, as it grows, the
community changes and in its changing we must realign
ourselves. In the midst of Dandelion's growth it is of value,
perhaps, to describe these happenings and to reflect on the
ways in which we are responding.
Dandelion has been in existence for eight years now. For
most of that time growth has been slow, with people acting
on the assumption that slow, steady growth would ensure
stability. Over time we came to realize that we would have
to grow rapidly and increase our membership by leaps and
bounds if we were to avoid stagnation and decline. After
looking at the development of other communities and
living through a period of ominous decline, it was decided
that a commitment to rapid growth was called for. A
five-year growth strategy was constructed in a remarkably
realistic tone. We are two years into our strategy now and
live with the feeling of being irrevocably on our way.
When the growth strategy was developed in 1981 we
were only five people. Now eighteen members are working
for the objectives which were laid out two years ago . We
envision a community of approximately fifty members, all
of whom would live arid work on our fifty acres in the
Canadian Shield country north of Lake Ontario. We seek a
diversification of our industry, based now almost solely on
rope products such as hammocks and hanging chairs. We
emphasize not only a quantitative growth in terms of
membership and financial stability, but a development of
services such as health care and education for ourselves
and others . We look towards cultural growth within the
community; space for art, music and other mediums of
expression. Finally, we want to create an accepting and
supportive environment for all of our members, wherein
each individual is allowed and encouraged to become all
that they would like to be . Thus, as our membership
increases we open oursel ves to allow for the divergent
needs of all the people who choose Dandelion as their
home. All of this is incorporated into our growth strategy.
As we grow it becomes more apparent to us all that
everything will have to grow at once if a sen se of balance is
to be maintained. But it becomes equally apparent that we
can onl y focus energy on certain things at any given time.
We're living the push and pull of the range of our growth
strategy. Often things change becau se they must change in
order to keep up with the rate of growth in other areas .
Often it happens that development occurs in a specific area
when a new member offers the energy and commitment to
initiate development. What is obviou s, and yet not always
perceived, is that we are living through a period of constant
change. Change involves frequent reprioritization and
redefinition . These activities can feel threatening to
individuals and to the group. Change in the context of
growth is both exciting and enervating . How then, as a
group, are we meeting the very real challenge of building
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community and therefore of living a commitment to
growth?
On a physical level, in terms of our work and daily
living, there is a constant effort to build and rebuild, to
organize and reorganize. We do our industry work in a
community-made building that is not big enough . We

We're living the push and pull of
the range of our growth strategy_
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rearrange the space and are building more shelves, more
hammock jigs, more racks . There are more albums on the
shelves in the work shop, more speakers pouring out
Vi valdi and The Kink s. Instead of one hammock manager,
we now have four . One person manages the actual
production, a noth er makes sure we have well-made
ma ple-wood stret cher s to frame the hammock s, another
handles the orders that come in for our goods.
Thi s increased divi sion of labour can be seen all over the
co mmunit y. One person took on the difficult task of
st raig ht ening o ut o ur accounts and of creating an
accountin g system to hold the flow of income and
expenditure. Now we have an accounting team of three
people to sha re th e respo nsibilit y for our finances. This
autumn we arr a nged a sales effort which called for the
creati o n of a who lesale team and a retail team, working
alongsi de the p ro duction managers toward economic
<ecurity and gro wt h . W e have alway s used a labour system
" hl .: h
eq ua l dil'ision of lab our and responsibility.
\ 0" . in th e demand s o f our increasing size and
I\ e ha l'e me m bers wh o are specialized in
larl OU, area , and "ho, a, a con sequence , have very little to
do with ot her a rea s of the community. This tendency
to" ard speciali zat ion wo uld be true of any other
ex pand ing bu sines<, . but wit h o ur co ncern for equality and
.:o he siI
and o ur co llect ive decision-mak ing process,
dll iso n of la bo ur and s pecializato n can have negative
conn otat io ns.
We ha l e beco me la rge an d ind ivi duall y specialized to the
extent that ce rt ai n peop le hold kn owledge which others
dllI1 ' t full) gra , p . New s fro m one branch of the operation
rna ) no t rea ch all of the peop le who live here intact. We
bcli cle strongly in the impo rt a nce of access to knowledge
for all peop le. r..:n o wledge is empowering fo r th e individual
and is abo essenti a l to con sc io us deci sion-making for the
grou p. So , in the area of co mmuni catio n and sk ill -s haring
\I e are 1\ o rk ing to keep pace wit h our increasingly complex
dll ision of la bo ur .
We have va ri o us method s of maintaining the channels
io r the pa ssi ng on o f kno wl edge and skills. Our managers
\lo rk with in the a greement that they will be open to an y
req uests for information. A person who would like to
become invo lved in some aspect of the community work or
"ho Wants to acqu ire skill in some area has only to make

these needs known and arrange for a learning time. As the
group becomes larger , the difficulty lies in allowing for the
announcemen t of each new development in any area and
for t he expression of each opinion on a particular
community issue . We have a recently enlarged notic'e board
where news items and opinion papers can be publicized .
We write announcements of various happenings that
affect us all and make our opinions and personal
developments known through printed words and the use of
cassettes. Our increased size is witnessed by the fact that
our newly enlarged notice board is already over-crowded.
Various community meetings also serve as vehicles for
communication a nd must be adapted to meet our changing
need s. W e feel good about our process for meeting and
making group decisions. We work to aid clarity and
effecti ve ness in our meetings by routinely structuring the
gathering and by carefully respecting the words Of each
individual. Decisions must be made quickl y and collectively . With a larger group this is sometimes challenging,
but we seek to use the strength of our growing numbers
and to come to gether more cleanly each time that we meet.
After a meeti ng we go through a quick evaluation to
dete rm ine what factor s made the meeting worthwhil e and
what event s hindered us. Thusly do we attempt not only to
maintain our decision-making process, but to improve it.
In attempting to improve our daily interactions and
beha vior, with the goal of truly cooperative living , we meet
three times a week to allow each indivi dual to express their
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sources of satisfaction and dissatisfaction. These afterdinner gatherings serve to reinforce our cooperative acts as
well as heightening our awareness of behavior that is
discouraging or irresponsible. As we become lari;er group
regulation of the group's behavior becomes more difficult.
However, if we are to continue to work toward our ideal of
cooperative living, an allowance of collective evaluation
and encouragement is essential. With each person taking
the time to give a thoughtful contribution, the meetings
become longer, but they also provide a valuable service by
helping our increasingly diverse group to maintain contact
and to work together in cooperation.
Another valuable tool for maintaining the group's sense
of direction and for giving us a sense of where we are, is the
series of meetings focusing on planning . Planning occurs
every six months and lasts for about two weeks. Planning
is an intense and exciting time for all of us at Dandelion. It

As a smaller community we were
like a/ami/yo Now we must
change our perceptions 0/ the
community.
is also a difficult and demanding time. The managers of all
of the various community functions must first determine
where we are in relation to where we want to be and then
must project their opinions of where we, realistically. can
get to in the proceeding six months. Since everyone at
Dandelion is active in managing some aspect of the
community. everyone is directly involved . Each individual
is more or less attached to projects of sub-goals which. as a
whole. must remain consistent with our primary goal. Our
primary goal is exemplified in our growth stratefy so that
the focus during planning is on growth and development.
Growth, development and reorganization of the community require a lot of energy and time . The expansion of
our bus iness and the diversification of our industrial base
take up a large chunk of our collective strength . The
building of new facilities for incoming members is another
major undertaking . Planning is difficult because we stop
then to look at the scope of what we .are working to
accomplish . This stepping back. and the sudden view of
the whole of it. is extremely valuable, but also frightening .
In the final stages .of planning we work out how much
money and time we will need to carry out our six-month
plans . At this point we must come to terms with our
limitations and prioritize accordingly . As we become
larger, with each individual carrying their own set of
interests and expectations. prioritization becomes more
difficult. We must collectively decide into which areas we
will place our money and energy. The common goal of
community expansion then clarifies the muddle of priority.
Only with this clear sense of the group's movement toward
a common goal can we plan and prioritize cohesively.
Although planning can be difficult. it serves to reawaken
us to this sense of group direction and to invest our daily
actions with purposefulness.
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On a more personal level our growth strategy affects us
deeply and we are responding to the living of it in fairly
dramatic ways. On one day there is a clear sense of this
group movement upward and outward which is laid out at
planning and put down on paper. There is a wonderful
energy and a closeness which can fill the day . On another
day we seem fragmented, rushed and off-centre. We are
many people trying to do many things rather than an
integrated group trying to build and strengthen the unit.
There is a continuous coming and going here. People go
out to market our rope products or to work with other
communities . There are visitors to the community; new
faces and new personalities to be welcomed and settled in.
There are pressures of family and friends not in
community to divert the attention of the individual. All of
this movement adds to the energy and noise level of the
community. At times laughter seems to emanate from the
walls of the mainhouse and the hand-holding ritual before
dinner is full and rich . StiJI, living in the midst of a flow of
people and within the demands of our goals causes tenskln
and anxiety. There is a tremendous amount to be done. In
a close group of committed people there is no escape from
the immediacy of our living. There is no television, there is
no sense of leaving it all behind at five o'clock and there is
no indifference. The joy and the difficulty of Our
communal effort is always with us. We all care a lot.
Each one of us is responding to the group's purpose by
issuing personal challenges to ourselves. We try to improve
our behavior. our relationships, our work . We try to do
things that we have never done before. We take on
responsibility for various things, large and small. Our
success or failure will directly affect the community. yet
there is no lessening of support for the individual who
finds they have taken on too much. We all have moments
of anxiety and doubt. We falter with the influence and
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uncertai nt y in o urselves and even in the community. We
get angry at ourselves for not being all that we're trying to
be . We have problems building that new bookshelf or
cooking for thirty hungry people. We find tension in
changing relationships . We miss friends or family who are
not here with us . A lot of energy goes out to support people
who are in need at any given time . In the individual's
wilderness of depression there are all these people
cultivating, planting and putting up signposts. There are
always people willing to listen and to comfort when one is
caught in a personal problem.

On one day there is a clear sense
of group movement upward and
outward . .. on another day we
seem fragmented, rushed and
off center.
Li\ing throug h a demanding time of change and
ddar lal io n
made easier b y th e presence of the group.
Ho \\ e\'er, one person' s d oubt or ten sion can spread
Iltruuglt the group. We are still small enough to feel these
influences. W e have set up a special time for furthering
in our relationships b y sharing our fears and
.:on cerns . Perso nal Sharing Meetings serve this function
anJ a le all important m a nifestation of our belief in clarity
and mUlual surpo rt.
\\ e a re al an in between stage, where we are small
enllugh I ha l each rerson comes into close contact with all
ul
el \\ here t here are too many people for us to have
Ihl? 11l1le III fully interact with. Thi s can be confusing. We
J ,l lIul
kn o w where we stand with each other or
" hdl I' ha ppening to a friend . As a sm ailer community we
",'1,' like ,I
No \\ we must c han ge our perceptions of
111, '
and our exrectations of each other to fit
Ihl' I (\\\ IIt I ha t
occu rred . We are large enough for
III! l· I,·,1 gl(ll IP' to fo rm around specific activities and for
' 1I Pi' ,lIl gltlllr ' \(l ra il) a ro und specifi c individuals . We are
,n: J II elil lil gh to feel the lo ss of an ind ivi dual's energy or
PIl?'tIl Ct: kee nly. III many ways we are living in between
1.,1gt: ,l lld , mall and th ough \\ e live in the quiet of a farming
\\e do not live quiet li ves.
-\ ntllIl ha lf o f the pearle living at Dandelion have been
Il rlc I,ll und er tweh e months and half of that group have
heell hert: for si.\ month s o r less. Coming to live at
DJl kk li llIl meant joining a group who live an alternative
Ilk, t\k . 1
comin g to Dandelion meant change and
dd apla lio n for all of us . Those who are joining us now will
al,, ) go throu gh the p rocess of making an a lternative way
III hei ng their o wn . When people decide t hat the y wo uld
Irk,' 10 li\'e \\ il h us they become provisional members for a
pcr illd u f
months or more. It will take six month s for
Inl'(I ming members to fully understand and integrate
into the exi sting structure. Yet, during that
IIiTle , th ro ugh the collective decision-m aking process, the
nat ure of our industry and the growing populalion o f the com munit y, the structure itself will change.

All of us live within the fluctuations, the comings and
goings, of this unfolding dream. It is our flexibility and our
adaptability as a group that allows for growth and that
challenges us personally to deal with change. Recent
members and long-term visitors can find the time of
assimilation and acclimitization disorienting. Also, they
may find it awkward to take advantage of the unannounced, yet very real, support system which feeds us
love and
when we need it most. For many
people , coming to Dandelion, exploring our community.
and find ing space here, is a joyful and opening experience.
However, expecting a lot from ourselves , perhaps we
expect a lot from newcomers as well. Living within this
constant movement we do not always perceive the needs of
our in-coming members, although we try to make the
workings of the community as clear as possible. We
welcome visitors and accept many different kinds of people
into our home . We are a noisy, friendly group and are
genuinely interested in people approaching us. We don 't
always take the time to talk about change and how it
affects us all. We don't, as yet, have a clear process for
introducing new members to our growth strategy and the
implications of the words therein. We don't always realize
the implications of the growth strategy for ourselves,
making it difficult to explain our growth and change to
others.
Often , what we lack in clear understanding, we make up
for in enthusiasm. Dandelion Community is growing
larger. Our goals and aspirations are being realized .
Change within the context of the unfolding of a dream is
the joyful change of self-realization . Work that hold s
meaning and purpose for the worker is the self-directed
work of a ctualization. Living 'at Dandelion Communit y
now is all of this and more . We're working through
changes and growing together.

Dandelion Community
R . R . I, Enterprise,
Ontario, Canada KOK IZO
(613) 358-2304
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REACH
Reach is a free readers service of
Communities magazine. Listings should
be 50-150 words in length, typewriting
preferred. We reserve the right to edit.
Dated material requires a minimum of six
weeks lead time. Feedback on responses
to listings, as well as donations, are
welcome.
Dondi, Twin Oaks

Conferences
*

Twin Oaks Community will be holding
a Communal Living Week on July 1-8,
1983 . The week will feature workshops on
various aspects of communal life, an
introduction to Twin Oaks and our 16
years of communal experience, as well as
camping, swimming and hiking. With the
help of Twin Oakers and 10-20 other
participants, you will set up a temporary
community. This involves communication, work distribution, money budgeting, and decision-making as well as other
fundamentals of community building.
Total cost depends on how your group
manages its money . Registration is S35 ,
with another S30 to go into the group
treasury for food and living expenses
(unspent portion will be refunded) . Please
register as soon as possible!
Carolyn - Communal Living WHb
Twin Oaks Community
RD 4, Box 169
Louisa, V A 23093
(703) 894-5126

a The Center for Popular Economics, a
non-profit educational organization located in Amherst, MA, is offering a
week-long course in economics for activists in labor unions, women and minority
organizations, tenants groups, media projects, the environmental movement, and
other social change groups . There will be
three one-week sessions of the Summer
Institute for popular economics at
Hampshire College in Amherst: July
10-16, July 31-August 6, and August
14-20. Topics covered include unemployment, inflation, the tax revolt, the U .S.
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and the Third World, unions and labor
markets, the economics of racism and
sexism, occupational health and safety,
the environment, runaway shops, and
Reagonomics . The goal of the institute is
to provide activists with economic knowledge and skills that will help them in their
organizing and political work, and in
combatting "New Right Economics".
For more info, write:

C.P.E.
P .O. Box 785
Amherst, MA 01004

*

An open country ·space in which to
explore how we can face crisis as challenge . Working from the perspective of
psychosynthesis, a transpersonal approach which views the spiritual as
present within human nature, we move
from the experiential to the concrete using
the resources of eaith, air, fire, and
water. Open year round between Burlington and Montreal. Write for summer
program :
Gissa Israel
Pigeon Hill
SI. Armand , Quebec
JO] ITO
(514) 248 -7756 / 248 -2524

*

The 1983 Community Service Conference is scheduled for September 16-18 in
Yellow Springs , Ohio . Our topic will be
"Democracy in the Workplace : Worker
Cooperatives as an Alternative for Local
Community Empowerment" and will feature Wes Hare, Director of Twin Streams
Educational Center in North Carolina,
which provides adult education toward
workplace democracy and worker empowerment.
A film produced by the BBC entitled
"The Mondragon Experiment" will be
shown Friday evening, the 16th . It describes the history and development of the
system of educational and worker production cooperatives founded in 1956 in
Mondragon, Spain , which has a membership of over 200,000.
For more information write:

Community Service, Inc.
P .O. Box 243
Yellow Springs, OH 45387
(513) 767-2161 or 767-1461
f:t International
Communes
Festival,
Scotland, August 26th to September 5th.
A celebration of the joys of communal
living by communes around the world Britain, France, Denmark, USA, Canada,
Belgium, Norway, Sweden, Italy, Holland, Germay, Spain, New Zealand,
Israel, Austrailia, Finland and elsewhere . ..
A meeting of people active in the
alternative movements of their various
countries exchanging experience on the
successes and failures of many projects,
including alternative technology, antipsychiatry communities, Third World
groups, peace movements, worker cooperatives, communal villages, etc .
This is the 5th International Communes
Festival. We have built up a wide network
of people active in the alternative movements of Europe and abroad . The network is coordinated by whatever group is
organizing the festival. For more information , write :

Laurleston Hall
Castel Douglas, S. W .
Scotland ' .

Groups Looking
u Womyn's household looking for housemates. Farm house in the heart of the
country . Womyn who love animals and
like farm related work . Rent or work
options. Write to:
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CaroUne Scbumaker
Box lSI
Kendall, WI 54638

1/
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u We own a small , 215 acre farm with

b

earth sheltered homes for 5-6 family
units. Ecology, peace-oriented. Contact:
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Rock Ridge Community
Rte. 3
Dodgeville, WI 53533
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Friendly Homes retirement complex
and workers production crews invite you .
A co-op community founded March I ,
1982. 114 beautiful acres , organic health
foods , 2 hour noon fellowship and meal,
all generational, all are co-op members,
democracy: I member = 1 vote. Spiritual
but not sectarian, seniors pre-pay $20,000
to $30,000, refunded on departure , payroll deductions for workers . Money with a
conservative interest, ' 0% to 6"10 . No
radical 12% rate . Low interest makes
borrowed money available for new enterprises like Friendly Homes. Land speculation is replaced with land trust in
perpetuity .
Friendly Homes is an intentional community which is solar , delete of chemicals,
pedestrian, has a clinic, no-till, lake for
irrigation and fish and t fun. Four crews
divide the work, there' s a shuttlebu s for
transportation, dry toilets and a goal of
self reliance .

people of all ages, with a variety of skills
and the resources to become self-reliant.
This is not a commune, nor is it a
religious community as such, though
many recognize the importance of spiritual awareness in their lives . In this respect,
as in all others, we stress individual
freedom and responsibility .
We have the concepts, the land, a
beginning, and knowledge and ideas we
can pass along to help each person get
started - the basis on which each can
create hi s or her own situation in their
quest for self-reliance, self-fulfillment,
and community.
Will you be among those who build
Ponderosa Village?

Pondl'rosa Villagl'
Rt. I , #17-30B
Goldendale, W A 98620
(509) 773-3902

u Neighbors looking for another neighbor (preferably with children) to buy one
hal f of an eighfy acre farm . For more
detail s. write :

Friendly Homes
III Bobolink
Berea , KY 40403
(606) 986-8000 (before 8 a m)

Stl'phanie Ml'ndelson

c: Springt re c is a small. extended fa mil y

Box 538 B. Rte 5
Re nick. WV 24966 (SASE please)

type commu nit y, established in 1971. We
no" have 12 mem bers and are see king
se \' eral m ore. a family or individuals. We
live in the co untr y (garden. orchard. bees.
dairy. sheep . "ood heat) 25 miles from
Charlottewille .
We are a di\C:r<,e group with no
dominant ideology or ch arismatic leader.
We
by con<,e nsus and practice
Income sharing . Our ideal new members:
a harmonlou;. energet 1(. lo ving couple.
"lIh a chtld
old W e would
prefer open to long-term c0mm itment .
Inlneq In e,'oll1!1I1:al u,e 01 re,ouree, and
<,ktl". hu t arc open to the
ad lenture that ne" pe<1ple are hound to
bing . W rlle to m . Plca ,e ,end SASE.

-:.. After loo king fo r a portable community o r group for several years and not
finding any. we are attempting to start
o ne .
The Portable Village seeks a blend of
cooperation and independence . Member
fami lies "il eac h have their own backpackable d"ellings. separate from each
o ther. but within hiking distance .
Presently \Ioe have nine members who
ha\C: made a co mmitment. As soon as
there arc 20 m embers we will come
IOgct her In a remote mountainous area .
For more Information. please send a
SASE to :

P\'R
Ll L. POB 190

"Iprinl'trl'f
Route 2. Bo \ 89
tlk. \ . A

I

.. For se\eral
"e hale been creati ng
a \llIage based on self- reitance. cooperatio n.
per,onal freedom and
o"ner;hlp. We have a large a'1d beau ti ful
rlace - 0 \ er 1000 acre; of pines, firs.
oaks. and gra s<,y mead o ws. with views of
th e \alley. Colu mb ia H ills . and Mt.
Hood We have done all the paperwork
:hat keeps the bureaucracy happy . Several
' plo neer s' have joined us in the exciting,
demanding . job of creating a communit\' that is and will continue to be a
IatisfYlng place to li ve. Workshops and
\(I eral houses are under co nst ru ctio n orchar ds and garden s have been planted .
we need more people to join us in
mak ing it all happen! We would like

, .': W e are in the porcess of forming the
I P rai rie -Life Cooperative . One of our
many goals is financial security. We have
businesses in the works. grow
mo st of our own food, and are working
towa rd self-s ufficiency. We are not hard
co re survivalists. but we feel we should be
ready and able to deal with any crisis .
We believe in the Mother Earth philoso phy; that is. respect for the laws of
nature with a rational use of technology .
Our lifestyle is holistic-healthful to body
a nd mind . We seek harmony with nature
an d ourselves. Trust. self-respect, friendship, love and understanding are our
goals.
We are seeking members who will fit in

C. 0

Philomath. OR 97370

with out goals. All religions, races, and
lifestyles will be accepted, with none
dominating . We seek people with skills
who can learn and have a desire to
the work load . To succeed, our cooperative must have the best effon of all
involved.
The members will own the cooperative
on a share basis. The members will run
the cooperative and all will have equal
status . Decisions are by consensus .
Currently we have 55 acres with two
houses in and around Sinai, South
Dakota. We chose this area because it is
part of the breadbasket of the world, with
a low population density.
Visitors are welcome, but please call or
write first. For more information, write:

Lynne O'Neill
Box 499
Brookings, SO 57006
(605) 826-4147

People Looking
u I . am a 43 year-old woman wh o has
moved to the country as a wa y of
choosing life. 1 am in the process of
renovating a space which includes half of
an old hotel (called a Bruideen in the Irish
tradition) and an old country store (called
"the studio") one hour from Mon treal
and Burlington . These resources are situated right in the middle of a small,
bilingual. multi -cultural village of 18
households. no stores. a d octor . a mech anic. potters. wea ve rs. artisans, farmers.
foresh. gardens. a nimal s. growing things
and grow ing peop le . Presentl y thiS space
is offered as a non ·denominat ion al retreat
ce ntre. for any one needing lime for
renection. I am open to vi sit ors interested
in exploring new m o del s for comm un l!}.
spirituality . and poli tics. Write :
Rosemary Sullivan
Pigeon .HiII Bruidl'en
Avenues arc-en- ci el

c
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SI. Armand, Quebec JOJ ITO
Q We would like to form a co mmun ity
based on th e goo d' things in one strand o f
our Western tradition : Christian simple
living of the Anabaptist vision with yo ung
families bein g the basic uni t. People
interested in modern-technology (plastics.
computers . TV. high-technology medi cine) ne ed not contact us . Basicall y the
communit y will be like the Amish ones in
refusing to participate in the destruction
of the earth and the human spirit by
modern technology, and in taking as its
model early Christian community; but ,
unlike the Amish, it will not glorify
ignorance and Calvinistic practices (like

A3

banning musical instruments), nor will it
have a patriarchal structure.
You mus! have some country skills or
interest in organic gardening/farming,
commitment to non-violence and ecology,'
and love for traditional arts, music,
dance, and architecture. Contact:
Jobn and Becky AngeU
P.O. Box 7221
Winston-Salem, N .C. 27109
-0(:( Writing is an inherently solitary career,
even if most writers must intermingle with
society to obtain their material. However,
collective living or working arrangements
may suit and enhance the advancement of
some writers . Chapel Hm, the home of
the University of North Carolina, affords
excellent library facilities, an active literary population and a somewhat central
location on the Eastern Seaboard.
I am interested in trying to establish a
communications collective there. While
the details would be worked out collectively , I could see a collective facilitating the work of the writers by beinS a
clearinghouse for marketing efforts, and
a wa y of dividing costs such as word
processing , dark room improvement and
possibly lhe purchase and operation of a
printing shop . Further, we could periodically carpool to Washington, D.C.,
political and government-story capitol of
the world . or be supportive of the co-op
movement as a whole, but if not, I must
ask at least tolerance of my support. Lots
of ideas are whirling in my head, but I'm
being i.Jtentionally sketchy here because I
want to hear your ideas . I have a personal
computer· word processor, dark room
equipment as well as some collective
exper ience . If the idea appeals, please
write :

Robert ThomasoD
107 Haled SI.
Wintson -Salem . NC 27107
(919) 777· 8297

*

We are 4-6 single women and 2
children interested in combining strength ,
mone y. etc .. to form a living situation. As
utilit y rates and general cost of living keep
going up, it becomes harder for individuals to ownl operate an independent
home . not to speak of upkeep of the
ru>u se and a yard .
We would be interested in any information on ground rules . insurance, finding suitable li ving quarters , etc ., that you
ma y share with us . Thank you .
MODDa E. Monk
908 Illinois SI.
Sheridan , WY 82801
Hi! We are 33 (female) and 44 (male);
tall, slender, liberated, open-minded, in-0(:(

44

dependent individuals committed to expanded family living, cooperative sharing, peer relationships, and an intentional
community-based economy. We are looking for a serious person or persons, who
in doing their homework find themselves
ready to make a commitment to an
expanded family kind of lifestyle.
Such person(s) would enjoy a holistic
approach to living, a very rural setting,
emotional/sexual intimacy and commitment among the adults, hard work,
outdoors, animals, plants, and trees;
shared parenting (perhaps leading to the
development of an alternative form of
education for children); the joy of family
life, the fun of living, the enrichment of
self and others .
We are looking for a couple with or
without children, . or a woman with or
without children. Our home, Middle
Earth, is 132 acres of hilly farm land
evolving into a self-sufficient homestead.
Music, crafts, books, fun, sharing and joy
are very much a part of our daily lives.
Middle Earth is located I Y2 hours away
from a major city that offers many
cultural! educational opportunities . Our
climate is very midwestern; all four
seasons to enjoy . Both of us operate from
a land trust point of view. Consequently,
financial arrangements relative to sharing
Middle Earth and our lives as an extended
family are negotiable and will evolve as
we get to know each other. Interested?
Please call or write:
Denna Morris/Parker Moore
Middle Earth
1250 Sullivan Road
West Union, OH 45693
(513) 549-2241

*

I am about to graduate from Cornell
University and spend the summer traveling across the country and back. I have no
firm future plans, but a lot of energy and
creativity.
I hope to find a way to unite my
personal and professional goals. I wish to
find a cooperative, intentional community, and work in one of several areas:
family planning (or more general health
services); publishing, editing, or for any
feminist organization or cause . Past experiences have prepared me for anyone of
these options. I lived and worked on
kibbutz for four months, worked at
summer camp for several summers, organized the l2-person
1 currently
live in, and am head buyer for the Ithaca
Real Food Coop . Anyone with suggestions, especially of job or community
situations, is encouraged to write:
Amy Sbeon
4339 Sadaua
Toledo. OH 43623

-0(:( I am looking for new members for a
commune I am forming in England. I am
a trainee in homeopathy, and I want to
gather together a number of people
interested in natural healing, therapy,
personal growth, etc. Children are welcome, as are non-sexist people of all ages
from 0 to 100. I am in my 30's and am a
single parent. I am asking for members
and also for people to donate money if
they're able. Contact:

Dianne Francis Rodriguez
11 Bridge Ave.
London, WG
England
-o(:(Twenty-five year old male wishes to
join or start community, preferably in the
Appalachian region. I am non-vegetarian
and non-religious and of course nonviolent. I am a hard worker and have had
considerable experience farming, although mostly without livestock. My goal
is to obtain economic self-sufficiency so
myself and anyone sharing in the community won't have to worry about the
economy . I hope to hear from existing
communities .
Tom Bailey
535 4th Ave ., Apt. 3
Huntington, WV 25701
-0(:( I'm Peter, 27, (by Saturn's reckoning),
Taurus, year of the Ram, live in Boston.
near statehouse. My home's a small room
shielded from noisy Cambridge and
Bowdoin St. by a cloister-like stairwell
where I grow things . I'm a member of a
tree farm with squash court and communit y hall of sorts. I'm also a church goer.
Quaker , U.U., but shy from crowds . Am
also a Zarastrian. I imagine a part-time
community; an ashram of theists . an
atheneum of friends . It could lead to
something or just be a wonderful thing in
Itself. Hope to hear from you local
people. Please write :

Peter SlbsOD
104 Charles St., 1/376
Boston, MA 02114

-0(:( Couple looking for communities to visit
and set up health clinic. Wholistic oriented chiropractor and massage therapist
looking for communit y areas to visit and
set up a clinic. We are both emerging
medical techni cian s and interested in
alternative therapies and body work . Give
us a call or drop a note at :

Dr. Gary Earl Goren
715 E . Locust St.
Milwaukee , WI 53212
(414) 263-7066
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* I am

a disabled male, self sufficient
physically, emotionally and economically.
Over the years Ihave learned that sharing,
cooperation and community can be beneficial to us all. For me they have become
major vehicles in coping with my bodily
limitat ions . I am interested in communicating and meeting with folks participating in or interested in forming responsible nonmonogamous family relationships. Your experiences, feelings, and
visions will be appreciated. Please contact
me. I will be glad to reciprocate with
information about myself.

though structurally sound, (built ca 1930,
extensively enlarged 1972) does need
remodeling, including major plumbing
work.
A communal group or other purchaser
willing to accept those two principal
liabilities can obtain an excellent value in
this property by contacting:

Rob Jones
TWin Oaks Community
Louisa, VA 23093
(703) 894-5126

Opportunities

Dan WUson
1015 NE 14th Ave .
Gainesville, FA 32601
<:! Can some individual or group develop ,
manufact ure and sell new products starting with j ust the new product idea alone?
I am a senior citizen with several new
product ideas but no experience. Would
like a royalty for my share .
Love Joy Peace

K. Emmons
1720 S. King Ave .
Lakeland, FL 33803

Land
\: Twin Oak s Communit y is selling the 87
acre property on whi ch its Merion Branch
IIoas located . Situated in the mild climate
of central Vi rginia' s Piedmont area, the
pro pert y is unm istakedly rural. yet lies
IIolthlO 100 road miles of Washington.
D.C., and less than 40 m iles from
Rich mo nd . Most of th e property is gentl y
,loped \Io oodland, beanng tim be r pro fessIo nall y estimated a t excess of $1 0,000 . Of
the appr oxim ate ly 10 ac res wh ic h are
presently cleared a nd tillabl e, the garden
portio n has been stn ctly organ icall y managed for at leas t 8 years. The land adjoins
a year-round creek, and abounds with
deer and o ther wil dli fe.
Build ings o n the pro pert y incl ude a
Irbedroom ho use, large barn, and several
Imall cabins (all with
in
additio n to vario us shed s and out buildmg5 . The main ho use has an oil-fired. hot
air furnac e, 2 chimneys for woodstoves,
gas kit chen range, kitche n sink, bathroom
:ubi sho wer and sink. a well . septic
sy,t em , telep hone, etc. The propert y
fronts o n paved, a ll -weather State Route

646 .
We are asking $65 ,000 for this propert) , complete, because of the two principal
facto rs that hold down its otherwise
&reater val ue among potential middle:las5 purchasers : The highway frontage is
Ihon (less than 100 feet ) and the bouse,

*

Americans concerned about peace and
nuclear issues will have an opportunity to
visit Japan this summer on a two-week
peace pilgram age . They wiII join the
World Conference on A & H Bombs
organized by the Japanese peace and
anti-nuclear movement in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki August 6-9 and will hold special
seminars and discussion with activists
from Japan and other countries.
The group will also take time to explore
Kyoto, Japan ' s ancient capital and spiritual center, and other places of cultural
interest and natural beauty.
The Peace Pilgramage will take place
July 31 to August 13 with an extended
sta y possible . The cost from the West
Coast is $1750; some scholarship! are
available . Please inform Grassroots Tours
that you learned of the Peace Pilgramage
from Communities magazine so one of
our staff may join at a reduced cost. For
information :

r
have an increase for next year. Teachers
and Parents take collective responsibility
for the administration of the school. ,
Please contact:

Naomi Coben. Hlrlna committee
Bay Community Scbool
Box 172
Brookhaven, NY 11719
(516) 286-8026

*

Staff Opening: Business Consultant for
the Industrial Cooperative Association.
ICA is seeking a new staff member to
deliver business and management assistance to worker cooperatives. The ICA is
a non-profit technical assistance cooperative that organizes worker-owned and
controlled enterprises throughout the
U.S., with a concentration in the Northeast. The Business Consultant. will report
to the Field Services Director.
Qualifications: 1) MBA or equivalent
training, two years of work experience.
strengths in business planning and organizatibnal development. Teaching or training experience will be preferred; 2) ability
to work well with individuals from
different racial and economic backgrounds; 3) commitment to workplace
democracy; 4) willingness to travel. Considerable travel may be required . The ICA
is especially interested in minority applicants and women . Starting salary is'
SI8,OOO to S20,OOO, depending upon
qualifications and experience.
Contact:

Business Consultant Job Searcb
(Please send resume and cover letter)
249 Elm Street
Somerville, MA 02144

GrassrOO15 Toun
1346 Connecticut Avenue. NW '533
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 293-6949

Help Wanted
*

Bay Community School, an alternative,
ungraded day school founded in 1969, is
offering teaching .positions for the school
year 1983-1984. Our New York State
chartered, non -profit school is located on
the south shore of Long Island on 42
wooded acres. We are a small school with
a low studenHeacher ratio. Student ages
range from 4-13 years .
We are seeking individuals who are
committed to humanistic education and
who are capable of teaching in an open
environment. p'revious experien,ce in alternative education is preferred .
Salaries this year are $4750 plus free
room and utilities. We are expecting to

Publications
*

A Walden Two Experiment by Kathleen Kinkade is a candid report of the first
five years of Twin Oaks Community. To
order. send S7.50 to cover book and
mailing costs to:
Book Sales
Twin Oaks Community
Louisa, VA 23093
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RESOURCES
Well friends, an intra-staff miscommunication has caused the deadline for this
column to catch me by surprise. I had
hoped to do a lengthy series on alternative/new age music but alas that will
have to wait for another time. If you have

any pertinent material (L.P. 's or books)
please let me know.
Please note some of the resources (the
ones without reviewer's name at the end)
below were taken directly from publisher's press releases .

Hope you're having a great summer.
Gareth Branwyn
404 N. Nelson St.
Arlington, VA 22203
(703) 525-8169

Energy
TIMES
298 Fifth Ave .
New York, NY WOO 1
Monthly. $15 / year

Sue/ear Times, a newsmagazine about the
ant i- nuclear weapons movement , has
begun monthly pu blication with it s 32page October issue . The magazine is the
first of its kind, devoted exclusively to
reporting on the grass-root s disarmament
movement.
Written and edited by professional
journalists, Nuclear Times is not affiliated with any political organization. It is
therefore able to provide both in-depth
and Independent co \ erage of the personalities.
and
comprising the
anti -nu c lear "eapon s movement.
The magazine ",as conceived by journalists and acti\lsts wh o have been conc('rned '" ith disarmament issues for many
years.
THE

ALCHEMY WATER
BOOK

Gary Hirshberg
Bri ck House Pub .
14 E ssex 5t .
Andover, MA 018 10
141 pages . $8 .95
Th iS d o-it-yo ur self co nstr ucti on guide to
inexpensive water-pumping windmills offer s comp rehensive information on selecting. building and operating practical
and aMra ct iv e windmills. Written for
homeowner s or landowners who want to
increase their independence of commercial power sources, thi s book offers
advice on decidi ng if wind power will
work for you, se lecting the proper system,
and choosing the best possi ble site.
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Although their primary use is to pro vi de
water for domestic and agricultural needs,
for family gardens or acres of fields,
water pumpers can be adapted to many
oth er uses such a s air compression,
aeration, gri nding and threshing . They
can be util ized whether the well is located
outdoors or in the cellar.
Hirshberg gives complete plans and
directions for building and installing the
New Al c hemy 5ailwing windmill , the
product of over seven years research and
field analysi s, along with a discussion of
the increasing economic value of windmills, the book also contains full instructions on maintenance . (On the right
site a water pumper can pay for itself in
than four years.)

A WINDSTAR TOUR
Peggy Wrenn
Windstar Foundation
Box 178
5nomass. CO 81654
48 page booklet. $5 .00

A Windstar Tour is a ne'" short book
which describes and illustrates appropriate technologies at Winds tar in 5nomass,
Colorado. Comprehensive and readable it
introduces the philosophy, spirit, and
technology of soft energy, or "living
lightly " on the planet. In st alled, operating examples of appropriate technology
at Winds tar include a wind generator,
conservation method s, pass ive and active
so lar. wood and wood fuel production.
biodynamic gardening. composting toilets. and biodome sys tems . Windstar
demonstrates purposeful experiments like
Buckminster Fuller' s full scale deresonated tensegrity dome (erected at Windstar
in 1982).

THE ENERGY ANSWER:
1982-2000
Richard C. Dorf
Brick House Publishing
34 Essex 5t .
Andover, MA 01810
107 pages. $8.95
Richard C. Dorf, Professor of Electrical
and Computer Engineering at the University of Ca lifornia . Davis . writes of the
energy dilemma of technologi cal innovation. development of existing energy
sources. and prospects for the next two
decades, 1982 -2000.
He analyzes technological inno\ ations
and lays out the severa l stages e\\entialto
their adortlon .
an exampl e of the lag
bet"ccn the introduction of an innovatl\c
.. ou rce and its wide-spread use. it
took 40 years for coal use to increase from
pro\ldlng 10 percent of the nation's
to 50 percent ,
it took 40
for petroleum and
u e 10
incr('as(' from 10 to 50 percent.
Profe
Dorf analyzes exi sting energy
sources : petroleum and natural gas; coal;
nu c lear fi ss ion; solar; biomass. Hi s conclusion is that the "energy ans" er" is to
be found in a combination of techniques :
conservation; greater
of coal; continued exploitation of oil and ga,; increased
development of renewable
modest controlled use of nucle ar fi ss ion; the
development of new imtllutional and
cu ltural arrangement s. E \ot ic potential
energy sources such a, fu, io n and wave
and tidal power. he argues. will not
contribute significantl) In Ihe solution.
Here is a rare, caref ll ll\ reasoned and
pragmatic vision of ou r ene rgy future in
the United States.
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MARIJUA NA: YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS
Edited by R a lph Warner
Addi son - Wesle y
Gen eral Books D ivisio n
Read ing, MA 01867
267 P . B. $6 .95
Growi ng, u sing, or. tran s po rting mari- '
juana is still illega l. But 60 million people
in thi s coun try sm oke m ar ijua na and it is
a m ajo r cas h c ro p in several st ates .
Alth o ugh the powers of the police are
ext ensive, so a re a perso n ' s rig h ts . M arij uana: Yo ur Legal Rights, by At to rney
Ri chard Ja y Moller , simpl y and clearly
expla ins th e legal rul es a nd co nst ituti o nal
righ tS relati ng to m ar ijuan a . The Fo urth

Amendment guarantees the right to be
free from unreasonable searches and
seiz u res ; th e F ifth set s forth t he right to
rem a in silent when acc used of a
"By a sserting these amendments, the
ch a nce of a rr est and co nvict io n for drug
cr imes can be redu ced, " states Attorney
Moll e r.
Marijuana is a necessar y guide for
a n yo ne wh o sm o kes o r grow s marijuana.
It gives the straight facts on all the
mari j ua na laws - w h a t the y are, how
the y differ fro m st a te to state, how they
a re applied in specia l situations, and how
leg a l loo ph o les can wo rk b o th for and
again st the a cc u sed . Us ing ac tual legal

cases to illustrate these points of law,
Moller gives practical advice on how to
avoid a warra ntles s search of home ,
garden , or even mail. He offers information on :
• wiretappin g and entrapment ;
• special searches, including airport ,
boat, and customs searches;
• marijuana in motor vehicles; and
• surveillance .
Marijuana: Your Legal Rights provides
all the vital information marijuana u sers
and growers need to guarantee their
constit utionsl rights and protect their
privacy and property .
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TH E !'iIGHT SKY
The Science and Anthropol o gy of the
Sta rs and Planets
Ri cha rd Gro\si nger
Sierra Clu b Boo k s
Bu sh 51. . San Fr a ncisco, CA 94 108
pagel . H a rdbo und. $16 .95
" Th t' SI!( hr S/.:.I· II a boo k ab o ut t he stars ,
th e p la net ; and the crea t io n - th at is ,
abo ut the at tem pt of o u r
to locat e
lI, elf In the \ a\ t un ner e In v. h ic h it ha s
3r1ICn It II an a cc ou n t of the \'a ri ous
Ill\th ,. ICI,·n l.'CI, and o t her \\\{e m , th at
hJl e dc,d(' ['e d 01 er th e l el eral m il lio n
('I 01Jr b rl t:i \ 0jO Ur n In t h ll phys tcal

. :l', rn (l . .
AnJ ", be g ln ' a b Ol' \' I' ll' been v.a iting
J II'n g tll11t tl' read H aling fan tal ll ed fo r
1<'.If \ th at "ne da\ a ho ,,\. v. o uld co m e
J I,' ng and C\,' lt,· th e.' I e.'f\ fo un dat io ns o f
ml o v. n ,eJ rch t,'r m ea n ing , I wa s
l'l n jOlc J to read t he ab o ve int ro du ct io n
and kno v. that I' d fo u nd ,o m eth ing
A lt hl1u g h I dldn ' t \.n o v. v. hal I v.a
k'll \.lng for In 111 \ d ream boo k I knev. I' d
v. hen I fou nd it. Sel e ra I paragraphs
In!(l Th(' .\ I/!h r SAL I \.ne v. v. ha t il v. a <;. I
hal ,· been \ca rchl n g fo r reassur a nce that
all th e trav e ll ed a \ c n u es an d ap paren l sid e
:ra ,' \. , o f
(and e\'er\ e hc' s ) life wa s not
all me an ing less fra gmelltat io n - ide olog!(al 'C h izo p hreni a . I wanted so m eh o w to
,e" to gelher . effecti \ el\' syn the size m y
labY rint h of co nlr ad icto ry int e res ts , from
IClcnc c (bi o lo gy, a s t ro n o m y , and space
:ral el ) in m y ea r l\' yea rs , to metaph ysics
and phil o so p hy in m y adult life, in to a
II hole nes s tha i m a d e se n se . Ric hard
Gross inger ha s don e this. In the preface

he ex pl ai ns :
" Th is b oo k sh ift s f ro m o ne sys tem of
creat
el en ts to a n o th er. None of
thel11 can be v. ho ll y right, but none of
th e m i, v. rong eith er , fo r all are part of
the unJ l ef'e and re nect it f ro m within .
What m a !..c, a p a rticular system or image
m o re or
Interestin g i ho .... it engages
U 'i in un der stand ing o ur o wn coming to be
in thi , poo l of light, ho .... II somehow parts
time to gn e m a gli mp se o f the beginning
v. h ic h o ur heIng co nt aIn s ."
Th e Slx hr S/.:.I
a primitive
v. o r\. t hat I( d , 10 unearth pa ssio ns and
g u t In el Ic:c:llngl The v. rilIng of the work
v. a, a m ethod of th e a uth or {() explore and
n[,o'c hi ' 0 V. n
b u ri ed dream s
an d 11>1(1"' and he a s!.. \ us to u se the
readi ng of It
a ' ImJla r c:\erc lse : "They
(refe m ng (() th l' boo !.. a nd a pre viou s
v. o r\. . Planer .'>ft'dl clne) ask the reader to
be ac tll e. to re al: h {() t he: same levesl of
p a rado \ and dll4ul el In h Im sel f or herse lf . a nd v. or \. v. llh the le'l In mak ing a
c u ratllC a ct 0 1
A n yo ne v. ho II fa mli Ja r v. it h the eastern
di SC Ipl ine s of Zen A rc hery and Kun g Fu
kn o v. s th at they a re no t merel y el a borate
fo rm s o f ta rget pr a cti ce and self-defense .
The y a re ve h lcle \ fo r the imparti n g of a
p hil o so ph y of li fe (a vis io n of the
uni ver se) m a d e appli ca ble thro ugh the art
fo rm . And so it is w ith Th e N ig hl Sky :
" Th is is an as tro no my b oo k not beca u se the st r uc ture of star s and planets or
the ph ysics and geo gr a ph y o f th e h eave ns
a re its m ai n subjects but be ca u se t he y
stand bo th fun ction a ll y and s ymb o li ca ll y
for it s ac tu al s u bject : t he c rea t ion ,"

. The bulk of the text is devoted to a
o f the hi stor y o f a stron o mica l th o ught , from the earl y Greek s , to the
revolutionary discoveries of Galileo and
Einste in, up to our modern theories and
di sco veries . Grossinger also delves into
the other systems and philosophies that
through the ages ha ve attempted to
explain stellar phenomena : ast rology,
alchemy, primitive mythology, and religio n . Additional chapters also explore
U . F .O .'s , extra-terrestrial life , science
fi ction, and the star theme in popular
mu sic and culture .
The basic prem ise of Th e N ighl Sky is
that we have lost track of our cosmic
id entity a s we ha ve refine d our understanding o f celestial mec ha Ri cs . The h istory of modern astronom y is , in some
wa ys , a hi story of alienation. Not that we
sh ou ld abandon scientifi c knowledge for
a reversion to primitivism , This would be
foo lish and is simpl y not possible . No , the
beauty o f th is bo ok is Iha t it seek s to heal
the wound s mutu a lly innicted between
scien ce and metaph ys ics , All system s of
under standing a re impo rtant in that each
serves a different lu ncti o n and adds to the
whole sense of v. h o we a re and where we
a re go ing . In re -d i,co ve ring and cult ivating our sense 0( co s mi c destiny, myths
a nd dream s are equ a ll y a s important as
telesco pes and space probes.
Make no mi stake ab o ut it, this is not a
scientific (not even soft scien ce) work a nd
ne ver preten d s to be o ne . Rich a rd
G ro ss in ger is a hopel ess romantic and at
times the boo\. a c hes with the pains and
p a ssi ons o f a POl't . T hi s style of di vinitor y
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misses the mark . The last chapters of the
book suffer from lack of clear purpose
and the writing becomes strained and
pretentious.
In
general
however
Grossinger does a commendable job of
attempting an almost impossible (and
scary) task : stimulating collective visioning .
The Night Sky is actuall y the second
book in a three volume trilogy. Volume
one - Planet Medicine - deals with the
history and anthropology of healing,
including ancient medicine, non-Western
therapeutics and the origins of comtemporary holistic health. Volume three will
explore the plant and animal life on
earth ... "not in the singular context of
the cosmos but in the existential mystery
of the ir own unsummoned shapes. [It]
Will include : the oceans and the beginnings of life; the genetic code and
embryology; sexuality and the nature of
man and woman ; and then the entire
realm of unconsciou s thought , especiall y
sy mbols, the origin of language . and
dreams. " If Grossi nger ca n work the
sa me magic in his next book that he
summons in Th e N ight Sky what we ma y
have here is the beginn ings of a cosmi c
d ialo g - a n emerging stellar vision that
can un ify and heal ... at least for those
of us wh o still ha ve ears to hea r and
en o ugh ho pe le ft to dream .
-Ga reth

Design
HS UAl
A ND DESIG N:
An Introduct o r)
in Perceptual
Sensiti\'it), Co nceptual Awareness , and
Basic
Skill s
Philip Thiel
198 1. 228
$19 .50 from Unl vers ll Y o f W as hing to n
Press
Sea ttle. Was hington 98 10 5
This IS an acade mi c design m an ual with
plenty of hear!. T hiel. professo r of
a rch itecture at the Un ivers ity of Washington.
a wholis tic (with o ut preten tions of such) prog ram in de vel o ping what
he call, \isual li teracy. Alth o ugh Vis ual
.4 k'areness and Desig n ap plies mos tl y to
t'>' o dimen Sional de sign, the acqu ired
a nd a'>'areness can be ap pl ied to an y
field where a worki ng kn o wledge of
de sign is app ropr iate. Sprinkled thr o ugh out the text is a sizea ble body of quotes
and excerpts fro m o ther scientists, philoso p hers and desigoers. And as every good
lit t le desig n boo k sho uld be . it 's filled
wi th lots of nift y pho tos, diagrams, charts
a nd draw ings.
-Ga reth
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Music
EAR MAGAZINE EAST
Peter Wetzler, Editor
$12/ year (6 issues)
from New Wilderness Foundation, Inc.
325 Spring St. Rm. 208
New York, New York 10013
New Music , ambient music, soundscapes, experimental, and minimalist are
all buzz words for the current trends in
aural expression that traverse the regions
betweel) conventional music and noise,
art and masturbation. Ear covers the
spectrum of the unorthodox with periodic
forays into more widel y accepted musical
forms . Older school musical wierdos like
Philip Glass and John Cage appear in

articles and interviews along with the
newer kids on the music-for-art's-sake
block such as Laurie Anderson, Brian
Eno , and Glenn Branda. Frequent,
lengthy articles explore the social and
spiritual impact of these artists and their
work , and its relevance to other art
media . Theme issues have covered music
and media, women and music, and
music and da nce . The magazine is designed in late period punk / new wave with
medium-to-high readability.
Looking to expand (or dissolve) your
musical boundaries? Are you already an
edge city listener? If so then Ear is
(discordantly) playing your tune .
-Gareth

Health/ Wellness
PHOENIX RISING
O n Ou r Own
Box 7251, Station A
Toronto. Ontario M5W lX9
Canada
Publi shed by a collective of ex-psychiatric
patient s. Phoenix Rising is a superb and inspiring! - example of what people
can do when they band together. The
magazine is an organ of On Our Own. a
Toronto-based self help group. consisting
o f persons wh o ha ve a psyc hiatric history.
whe ther it be in an insti t uti o n or a s an
ou t·pa tient .
Some readers. espeCia lly t hose in the
menta l he.a lth " helping " professi on.
might see On Our Own and . consequentl y. Ph oenix RlSln1!. as being too
radi cal. too polem ic. for their own good .
In other words . the ex -patients who
publi sh thi s quarterl y are not afraid 10
ta ke a stand. much less step on (profess ionals' ) toes.
T ypicall y. the magaZine has a wealth of
exposes . most of wh ic h . while sensationall y colored. are well doc umented by
su rveys . go vernment reports . mental
health wo rker s, and ex -mental patients .
In the iss ue I examined (Vol. 2. No . 2),
o ne ex-patient reports on the time she was
transferred. without notice or explanati o n. from one institut io n to another : " So
I was given 10 milligrams of liquid valium
(thi s was o n top of six o ther medications I
had been put o n ) and off I went ... The
head nurse bro ught along two more 10
milligram tablets o f valium which I was
gi ven on the way ... As soon as r was

admitted .. . I was locked in a sm all.
bare. cold room whic h the y called the
' quiet ' room. I sa y co ld because the
window was kept open from the out side
and in November it st art s getting quite
cold" (page 5) . The wo man goes on to say
that she was not all o wed an y clothing for
a week. and that one morning she recei ved
a bl ood y nose from a male staff. Her
crime? She did not make her bed.
The magazine. howe ver. proffers mu ch
more than personal experience sto ries. In
add itio n to standard features (i. e .. boo k
reviews. pro files of gr o up s and ind ividual >. a co lumn on
dr ugs. and
othe rs). thi s issue cont a ins a special 24
page insert on the treatment of problem
children . Fo rced dru gg ings and shod
treatment s. lac k of faci liti c::s a nd qu a lified
personnel. physical a nd psyc hol ogical
abuse. and various legal questions. are
am o ng the myriad iss ues di sc ussed in this
report. It is no t pleasant. but fo r anyone
co ncerned abo ut th e tre a tment of our
children . it is necessar y re ad ing.
Although it ma y seem so a t tim es.
Phoenix Ris inli is not o ut to destr oy the
p urp ose is 10 poi nt out
sys tem ; instead .
how the psyc hia t ri c sys tem often pe rpe·
tuates. if not ca uses. mental illness . By
educatin g th e pu blic th ro ugh it s exposes.
the publishl'f'> hope to pla y a part in
bronging abllu t mo re effective and hu·
manitarian trea tment of th os e of us who
suffer from me nt a l illness.
Subscri p ti() n\ are $5.00/ year ($1 0.00
for institut ion,): p riso ners a nd psyc hiatric
inmates can receive the magazine free
while confim:d .
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Human beings concerned
about planet
How to be human
together
in small enough groupings .
to mean anything
to each other,
large enough to survive
Women and men
respecting personhood
sharing inSights
urban, rural touching
of the universe
Prepared to build
political, social, economic,
ethical models
toward spiritual growth
Please,
make contact

